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Introduction1 
 
 We all have firsthand experience with anger gone wrong.  We’ve dished it out.  We’ve been 
on the receiving end.  We’ve heard and seen others get angry at each other.  At some point in 
each day you are probably affected by some form of anger gone bad – either your own or  
someone else’s. 
 Often it’s mild – frustrations, complaining, irritation.  Often it’s veiled – judgmental 
thoughts, passive aggressions.  Often it’s buried – hidden from conscious awareness, painted 
over with pleasantries, anesthetized by distractions, busyness, or mind-altering substances.  All 
too often it’s intense – bitterness, hostility, violence.  It’s no surprise that when the apostle Paul 
lists typical sins, more than half of the items in his list describe some aspect of conflict: enmities, 
strife, jealousy, outbursts of anger, disputes, dissensions, factions, envying (Galatians 5:20 
NASB).  In fact, the sins of conflict play a major part in every representative list of sins: 
 

Romans 1:29-31: envy, murder, strife, … malice; gossip, slander, haters of God, insolent, 
…disobedient to parents, … unloving, unmerciful 
 
2 Corinthians 12:20: discord, jealousy, fits of rage, … slander, gossip, … disorder  
 
Ephesians 4:31: bitterness, rage and anger, brawling and slander, … malice  
 
Colossians 3:8: anger, rage, malice, slander 
 
2 Timothy 3:2-4: abusive, disobedient to their parents, … without love, unforgiving,        
slanderous, … brutal, … [not] lovers of God. 

 
In the Ten Commandments, each of the horizontal sins – disrespect, murder, adultery, theft, false 
witness, coveting – can express some form of interpersonal conflict.2  
 And yet anger done right is a great good.  It says, “That’s wrong” and acts to protect the  
innocent and helpless.  It says, “That’s wrong” and energizes us to address real problems.  God, 
Who is good and does good, expresses anger for a good cause.  Jesus gets good and angry – in 
the service of mercy and peace.  He is willing and able to forgive us our anger gone bad.  He is 
willing and able to teach us to do anger right. 
 But it’s hard to sort out the good from the bad in anger.  And it’s even harder to change when 
the anger has gone bad.  Why are problems that are so common so difficult to solve? 
 All of us are in this boat.  It’s hard to do anger right.  Unless you have somehow numbed 
yourself to the human condition, every one of us struggles with anger.  This series will teach us 
how to more fruitfully and honestly deal with our anger.  Your struggle with anger (and mine) 
will last for a lifetime, but it can go somewhere good.  We can learn to deal with anger  
differently. 
 This course is not about “solving” anger problems.  That word solve suggests that we can  
arrive.  Give us some answers, change some behaviors, and – just like that – no more problems.  
It suggests that bad anger is simply a bad habit.  But anger is not a problem to solve.  It’s a  
                                                
1 This material is a slightly modified version David Powlison’s book, Good and Angry (New Growth Press, 2016). 
2 David Powlison, Getting to the Heart of Conflict, Anger Part III, Journal of Biblical Counseling, Volume 16, 
Number 1. 
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human capacity – like sex, happiness, sorrow.  It is a complex human response to a complex 
world.  And like all human capacities and responses, it sometimes works well, but too often goes 
bad.  Anger creates problems.  But having and expressing the right kind of anger in the right way 
is a good goal. 
 This class will not promise a technique, insight, or strategy that’s foolproof.  It will not offer 
self-affirming truisms to reframe your self-talk so your moods even out.  It will not give you 
deep-breathing and relaxation techniques to help you keep your cool.  And it definitely won’t  
encourage you to get in touch with the real you and tell the world how you feel. 
 But this class will provide ways to think through and work through your anger that are wise 
and true.  There are ways of handling anger that produce good.  There are ways to become more 
peaceful in many situations and more cleanly angry in the situations that call for it.  There are 
even ways to fail well, so we learn how to find mercy and pick ourselves up again after blowing 
it. 
 In order to get there, we will talk about hard topics.  You’re encouraged to join in.  You’re 
encouraged to think hard.  You’re encouraged to take constructive action as you learn what that 
is.  It’s extremely important that we all do all of these because, after all, we’re talking about  
anger, the dark, turbulent emotion of destruction. 
 We’ll examine incidents that leave a bitter taste, and whole lifetimes that go sour with  
accumulated bitterness.  We’ll look at volcanic wrath, but also the momentary irritations.  We 
often learn the most from the little things, the everyday disappointments, frustrations,  
disagreements, and complaints.  What we learn transfers to the big things.  It’s like learning to 
walk before learning to walk a tightrope.  
 Remember: 
 

ú Anger really matters. 
ú To mess up when it comes to anger is to mess up your life. 
ú To get anger straight is to get your life straight. 

 
 The eight weeks of this class are divided into four sections.  The first section will help us  
explore our particular experience of anger.  The second section will answer the question, What is 
anger?  The third section will tackle how destructive anger is changed into something  
constructive.  Then in the final section we’ll look at particular difficult cases. 
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Section One: Our Experience 
Session One: Angry People 

 
 Anger is the reaction that incinerates marriages and disintegrates families.  It energizes  
gossip and guns down classmates.  It divides churches, turns friendship into enmity, and erupts in 
road rage.  It is the stuff of every form of grievance and bitterness.  The fact that some of us 
overreact in less colorful ways does not mean that those who are quiet are not angry.  Anger is 
also the basic DNA of complaining, brooding, irritability, and bickering.  The “shoes” of  
problem anger are like a pair of open-heeled bathroom slippers.  One size really does fit all.  The 
crucial issues in anger touch every one of us. 
 We all experience anger.  If you’ve always been strong-willed, argumentative, and volatile, 
then of course you’ve experienced anger.  If a lifetime of disappointment and disillusionment has 
left you embittered, you too experience anger.  Even if you’re the quieter sort, you also  
experience anger.  In the way we do anger, some of us explode, some of us simmer, some of us 
seem dormant – but all of us experience anger.  And if we don’t, it’s because we’ve anesthetized 
ourselves or detached.  There are many different personalities and different reactions to people 
and circumstances, but all have in common the experience of anger.  Here are examples of  
different types of people with different types of reactions: 
 

ú Domestic Gunslingers 
 
 
 
 

ú The Volcano 
 
 
 
 

ú The Iceberg 
 
 
 
  
Anger in the Grocery Store 
 
David Powlison tells the story of his experience in the grocery store seeing a young mother  
interact with her small child: 
 
 One wintry afternoon many years ago, I was in the grocery store picking up a few items for 
dinner. A young mother came into the store at the same time. She was pushing her cart up the 
aisle ahead of me, with her four-year-old boy tagging along. It was hard to say how old she was. 
I’d guess twenty-five, but she was hard to say how old she was. I’d guess twenty-five, but she 
could have been in her early thirties. Hard lines were already forming in her face. She had long, 
uncombed, blonde hair and was wearing an army jacket and worn-out sneakers. Her eyes had a 
slightly haunted look, not quite here, as if inwardly preoccupied with troubles from elsewhere, 
embittered, restless. It was the kind of face that troubles and concerns you.    
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 Her little boy started to fuss as they worked their way down the snack aisle. He wanted a 
candy bar, and she wouldn’t buy it for him. He whined, “But I want . . .”  
 She cut him off, “NO!”  
 He whined a little more.  
 She lit into him. “How many times do I have to tell you? NO. NO. NO. I don’t want to hear it 
out of you. If you know what’s good for you . . .” Her threat trailed off. She stopped her cart and 
looked away, out through the plate glass of the storefront. I had stopped too, concerned how this 
drama was going to play out.  
 The boy sulked a moment, and then complained some more, tugging at her jacket. “But I 
want candy.”  
 She cursed him. “You’re a [blankety-blank] pest, and I don’t know why I bother to take you 
anywhere.” She looked away, glanced back at him with hatred, looked far, far away at nothing 
in particular.  
 He whined again. “But I want candy.”  
 She turned and slapped him across the face. He started to cry. She looked away, down past 
the candy and chips, over the checkout lines, out across the parking lot. I thought that perhaps 
she was trying to keep herself from screaming or from killing him.  
 She suddenly turned at him again, and bent halfway down. She was in his face, looming over 
him, her right index finger at a forty-five-degree angle three inches from his nose. “If you don’t 
shut up right now, I’m going to walk right out of this store, and I’m going to leave you here. Do 
you hear that? I don’t want to hear you, and I don’t want to see your face. If you say one more 
word, I swear to God I’m going to get in the car, and I’m never coming back, and I don’t care if 
I never see you again.” She turned and made as if to walk away. After a couple of brisk steps, 
she turned halfway back to grab his arm with a jerk and say, “Just SHUT up.” She pushed her 
cart up the supermarket aisle. The boy followed along, muttering to himself, looking down at that 
rubberized steel wheel shuddering across the linoleum. He didn’t seem afraid of being aban-
doned. He lagged a good step behind his mother, and a step to the side, dragging just enough to 
irritate her, but not quite enough to detonate her.  
 They were a couple of really angry people.  
 It made me angry.  
 I felt angry at the mom. She was abusing her son. It’s plain wrong to do what she was doing. 
I felt angry at the boy. He was tormenting his mom. It’s plain wrong to do that. I felt angry at 
whatever background evils made this woman’s life such a dark, hellish nightmare. All the things 
that are so wrong: boyfriends who don’t care, parents who messed up their own lives too, drug 
dealers, poverty. And I felt angry at the choices she made in response to her difficult life.  
 The anger I felt seemed clean and constructive compared to the irritations I more often feel.  
I didn’t hate that mother and child. I cared, however powerless I was to intervene. I was angry— 
I hated what they were doing— in such a way that I wanted to help. I wished I could protect 
them, give them mercy, and help them change. It was one of those too-rare moments when anger 
seemed motivated by love, not self-interest.  But the good intention went nowhere that day.  I 
couldn’t think of how to make a connection. 
 
 The three angers in the supermarket aren’t like anything in a self-help book.  Half those 
books teach techniques for maintaining a degree of detachment so you can keep your cool amidst 
the irritants of life.  The other half urges you to stand up for yourself, to own your anger in order 
to feel empowered.  Both kinds of advice sound plausible, sort of, sometimes, when the problem 
you’re dealing with is a minor irritant, or if the things you’re angry about can actually be fixed. 
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 Sure, if you take a deep breath and visualize the beach when you’re stuck in traffic, the world 
seems like a nicer place.  Sure, when you verbalize your expectations in a non-demanding way, 
it’s more likely people will give you what you want.  Sure, acknowledge what you’re feeling. 
 But this scene in the supermarket is not about irritants or about managing reality to get more 
of what you want and to feel better.  It’s about evils.  It’s about things that are wrong and  
destructive.  They need to be made right.  What it takes to make it right is not obvious, but the 
right kind of anger is part of the solution.  Platitudes, affirming self-talk, mindfulness, self-asser-
tion, or medication can never do what actually needs doing.  None of these angers is  
explained or resolved by the self-help industry.  But they are what life is about. 
 
Three Angers 
 
 The boy’s anger is what we’re most familiar with: “I want my way.  When I don’t get it I 
make a stink.  I feel sorry for myself.  It’s so unfair if I don’t get what I want when I want it.  I’ll 
manipulate you to get my way, and bully if necessary.  I’ll punish anyone who crosses my will.”  
This sort of anger springs up when you want something and don’t get it.  Anger whines and 
sulks.  Anger persists.  Anger makes a scene.  Anger is savvy and strategic.   
 We’re all familiar with the boy’s kind of anger: Been there, done a bit of that, and at the time 
felt justified.  An identifiable desire gets frustrated, and anger powers up from within to attack 
whatever impedes your will.  It’s a way to get your way, or to punish those who cross you, or to 
register your complaint.  That little boy had a very grown-up problem.  For one thing, he could 
never love his mom as long as he was using her.  For another, he was becoming like her. 
 The mom’s anger was like in kind, but not so simple.  Her anger includes, but is not limited 
to: “I want my kid to be quiet and not embarrass me.  He’s bugging me so I’m angry.”  Her anger 
had ripened through the years into a more complex evil.  It has more history tangled into it.  It 
incorporates more strands of current events.  It wraps the despair of a bleak future into its  
aggression.  It came as a torrent of mixed feelings, blind motives, and bad experiences.  It was 
raw hostility, and it was also despair, fear, habit, regret, hurt, disappointment, consequences of 
past bad choices, lack of good role models, accumulated provocations, tight finances, mutually 
destructive relationships, lies believed, lousy life options, accumulated resentments, futile goals, 
and perhaps a hangover.   
 Her anger is half-right – many of the things that happened to her are wrong.  And her anger 
has gone all wrong.  It is one distillation of life “having no hope and without God in the world,” 
as Ephesians 2:12 puts it.  Her anger at her son was cosmic in scope and scale: “Right now this 
kids represents all the bad choices I ever made and all the bad things I ever suffered and all the 
life I’m never going to have.  It’s not just that he wants a candy car … It’s that he exists, that I 
exist.  I’m angry at everything.”  Many desires, many falsehoods, and many fears drive her  
complicated self-destruction.  She can never deal constructively with her kid being a brat when 
she half-resents his very existence and has no hope for her own. 
 The story is also about the impulse toward a qualitatively different kind of anger – something 
good.  The anger I (Powlison) felt in the supermarket that day seemed right.  I ought to feel that 
way more often.  It was inextricably mingled with love.  It was the kind of anger that cared.  It 
intended to do something constructive, however small, amid the firestorm of evils.  I hated what 
both the mom and the boy did to each other.  But it was a loving hate.  It seemed just: “That’s 
wrong and unfair, and it should stop.”  It seemed merciful: “If only we could bind up what is so 
broken.”  It animated some sort of redemptive impulse: “How can what is now so wrong be 
made right again?” 
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People Like You and Me 
 
 Anger stands out when it is wears its colorful and dramatic costumes: violent, relentlessly 
embittered, ice-cold, or flailing in misery and confusion.  But the difference in the dangers  
described above in the supermarket story and the anger that you and I experience is a difference 
of degree, not of kind.  We’re more alike than different.  The person who gets irritated when 
someone is guilty of disturbing their peace of comfort and convenience, or gets irritated at  
incompetent customer service reps, or irritated when someone doesn’t take time to understand 
them accurately, caricatures what they believe and do, and disses them on the basis of what 
they’ve imagined, is not so different from the more obvious displays of anger.  Though we’re all 
different and express anger differently, there are some things that are true of all of us: 
 

ú We all get angry 
 
 

ú Our anger is sometimes justified 
 
 

ú Our anger is sometimes not justified or necessary 
 
 

ú Even when we should be angry, we express it in the wrong way 
 
 

ú Our anger lasts longer than it should 
 
 

ú Our anger accumulates over time 
 
 

ú There are times when we should be angry, but aren’t 
 
 

ú We have a hard time changing 
 
 
How Does That Shoe Fit? 
 
 So far we have asserted that we all have a serious problem with anger.  How do you react to 
that truth?  Below are six common reactions to the claim that we all have an anger problem.  
Each reaction expresses something of what makes anger so confusing.  Each contains a strand of 
truth – sometimes more, sometimes less – that makes it plausible.  But the good gets easily  
tangled up with misperceptions and distortions, with blind spots and half-truths.  Rarely, and 
wonderfully, anger arises as a simple and constructive good.  Far more often, anger acts in purely 
destructive malice, doing no good to anyone.  Perhaps most often, anger is a crazy quilt of good 
and bad, of good-going-bad, of bad wishing it were better.  In real life, anger most often comes 
mixed up.  That mix-up makes it hard to define exactly what the problem is. 
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 Perhaps one of these six reactions describes you? 
 

ú “Yes, I know I’ve got an anger problem.  I feel guilty and discouraged.” 
 
   Strand of truth: Many of us who know we are temperamental – and feel guilty and  
   discouraged – rightly know that irritability, hostile outbursts, bitterness, and  
   complaining are wrong. 
 
   Blind spot: You can get mixed up about the goal of change.  For example, the  
   opposite of tantrums and bitterness is not a placid temperament and unflappable  
   demeanor.  And you can misunderstand the process of changing.  For example, there  
   is no technique or strategy to actually resolve what is going wrong.  We need a  
   different kind of help, a different helper, a different depth of self-understanding, and a 
   different timetable for the process.  And so your good intentions misfire because it’s  
   hard to see the way forward. 
 

ú “Maybe, but I know other people who have a lot bigger problem than I do.” 
 
   Strand of truth: Those who feel relatively good in comparison with others know that  
   some behaviors are worse than others.  Mild irritation is not the same as reckless  
   endangerment, destruction of property, or battering a spouse or child. 
 
   Blind spot: They don’t look deeply enough into their own motives.  Is your seemingly 
   smaller problem still a serious problem worth tackling?  When does being  
   comparatively not-so-bad drift into being self-righteous? 
 

ú “No, I don’t have a problem.  I’ve got good reasons to be angry and bitter.” 
 
   Strand of truth: Those with justifiable reasons know that others do us wrong –  
   sometimes grievous wrong.  They know that anger usually arises in response to   
   provocation.  And temperament and cultural background do influence how we  
   experience and express anger. 
 
   Blind spot: They act as if two wrongs (or twenty) make a right.  They don’t reckon  
   with how plausible a blame-shifting stance seems, even while we are deceiving  
   ourselves about ourselves.  Could you be partly right and quite wrong at the same   
   time?  It happens all the time to all of us, which is why wise self-understanding does  
   not reduce to a pat answer and an easy solution. 
 

ú “Well, I might get angry sometimes, but I’m not really an angry person.” 
 
   Strand of truth: Those to whom anger seems like an invader from outside know that  
   we react differently to different people, that others do wrong, and that our actions and 
   reactions can contradict our conscious intentions. 
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   Blind spot: They don’t see themselves in the mirror in order to take responsibility for  
   themselves.  Are you really such a “nice guy” or “sweet lady”?  Is your anger only an  
   anomaly and alien intruder, the fault of others? 
 

ú “No way!  I’ve found that anger is the empowering solution to personal problems and 
social injustice.” 

 
   Strand of truth: Those for whom anger is the empowering solution to injustice know  
   that anger can be justified and can motivate constructive action.  In fact, anger ought  
   to energize action in order to right wrongs. 
 
   Blind spot: They don’t see how easily the oppressed turn into aggressors, how subtly  
   self-righteousness blinds us, how smoothly anger at real wrongs goes really wrong.   
   Are you right about what’s wrong, but wrong in your way of being right? 
 

ú “Huh?  I hardly ever get angry.  Life’s usually been pretty good, and I try to keep the 
problems in perspective.” 

 
   Strand of truth: Those who see anger as other people’s immaturity know that reckless  
   desires and misplaced expectations provoke much ugly and pointless anger.  There  
   are many times we really have no reason to be angry. 
 
   Blind spot: Overly calm sorts usually have a hard time seeing that human beings   
   ought to care enough to get angry sometimes.  They keep their distance from life’s  
   trouble in order to keep life peaceful.  And they may not see the subtler forms of  
   anger that still inhabit them, like a virus incubating in some remote corner of the   
   body.  Or is it an indifference that makes me detached from what I ought to connect  
   to? 
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Section Two: What is Anger?1 
Session Two: “I’m Against That” 

 
 What is anger?  That simple question quickly becomes complex.  As we saw in the previous 
lesson, the anger we experience usually appears mixed up.  In the most typical case, you see 
something wrong or bad happening.  When a supposed friend betrays you, that’s wrong, not 
right. When construction shuts down the highway and you miss an important appointment, that’s 
bad, not good.  You get angry when you experience what happened as a moral offense or an  
unpleasant frustration.  So far, so good.  In theory, your anger could be clean and constructive. 
Yet most often, our anger comes out grubby and destructive in complaining, throwing tantrums, 
displaying coldness, trying to get “even,” and feeling self-pity.  These are typical ways all of us 
return “evil for evil”— a natural response, for sure, but one that God identifies as the exact 
wrong response (Romans 12: 17– 21).  
 The question is also complex because each of us brings a certain set of associations with us 
into each angry moment.  Particular memories, good and bad experiences, people who’ve hurt us 
or influenced us, the turmoil of emotions — these create a context that may be far more  
persuasive than any textbook definition of anger.  Your instinctive, personalized definition may 
or may not be helpful in getting to the bottom of all that anger is.  
 Consider this analogy. Say the word father, and one woman thinks of a man who is gentle, 
strong, generous, protective, and reliable.  She feels trust and pleasure at the thought.  
Another woman thinks of a man who was all those things, but he died last year.  Her trust and 
pleasure are infused with grief.  A third woman thinks of a man who is still a vicious drunk,  
betrayer, abuser, and hypocrite.  She feels immediate fear, pain, and anger.  A fourth woman 
thinks of a similarly harmful man . . . who died twenty years ago.  Dark feelings are still present, 
but muted and colored with a sense of regret, of emptiness, even of thankfulness that her life was 
not destroyed.  
 The same word yields a completely different starting point for the train of thoughts and  
feelings. If you are trying to understand what a father is or should be, it’s important to get your 
starting point out on the table.  Only then can you start to think more widely and deeply.  
 It’s no different with anger.  What image or experience comes to mind when you hear the 
words “He’s angry,” or “She’s angry,” or “I’m angry”?  What do you picture taking place?  Do 
you think of a hostile exchange between two people?  A particular person’s facial expression, 
hostile words, and violence?  An overwhelming burning inside?  The way that you react  
fearfully to an angry person?  An angry crowd of protesters?  What is your association?  
 Here are six common wavelengths within the spectrum of bad anger.  Perhaps one of these is 
what first captures your attention.  
 

•  Irritability is anger on a hair trigger.  Do you live or work alongside someone who is  
      easily set off?  Are you cranky, grouchy, and testy? (The English language contains such  
      wonderful words for this!)  

•  Arguing is the disagreeable “he said, she said” of interpersonal friction.  Anger is the  
      emotion that inhabits interpersonal conflict, and it takes two for a fight.  Is quarreling your 
      first association?  

•  Bitterness expresses how anger can last a long, long time.  People recycle old hurts and 
 nurse grievances and grudges.  They never get over it.  

•  Violence expresses the sheer destructiveness of angry behavior.  Anger attacks, hurts,  
      destroys, and even kills, finding pleasure in inflicting pain.  
                                                
1 This material is a slightly modified version David Powlison’s book, Good and Angry (New Growth Press, 2016). 
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•  Passive anger hides behind surface appearances and even beneath conscious awareness. 
 As long as it remains undetectable by the person who is angry, it cannot be addressed. But 
 it is not without its side effects— depression, lethargy, and pessimism can all stem from a 
 passive anger toward others.  

•  Self-righteous anger enjoys the empowering sense of grievance, of getting in touch with 
 honest emotion and expressing it freely.  It feels good to let it out, and it often gets  

      results.  
 
 Each of these six problems matters hugely.  Anger flares too quickly, alienates too many  
relationships, burns too long, causes too much pain, hides too well, and feels too good.  
 But these various anger problems aren’t the whole story.  What connects them?  Do they 
have anything in common?  They can’t be the essence of anger.  These are some distorted  
versions, misdirected expressions of something deeper.  They pervert something intrinsic to  
human nature that can be remade right.  
 We must bring the deeper definition to light.  Only then can we cultivate a new association to 
anger operating as it should.  Good and angry is the polar opposite of all forms of bad and angry, 
and it acts constructively in the presence of wrong.  Then can we also add that other problem 
we’ve mentioned before: absent anger that fails to get aroused when real wrongs are occurring 
because it’s easier to remain indifferent and detached.  
 The problems that arise are not the essential DNA of anger. They are the mutations and cor-
ruptions.  It is important that we get the DNA straight.  Then we can make sense of the mutant 
forms of anger that make up 99 percent of the anger that is expressed in interpersonal experience. 
 So what is anger? What common thread runs through every form of anger, whether good or 
bad?  
 At its core anger is very simple.  It expresses “I’m against that.”  It is an active stance you 
take to oppose something that you assess as both important and wrong.  You notice something, 
size it up, and say, “That matters . . . and it’s not right.”  You encounter something in your world 
that crosses the line.  Anger expresses the energy of your reaction to something you find  
offensive and wish to eliminate. 
 The DNA is not a heightened pitch of emotion.  It’s not the surge of adrenaline.  It’s not any 
particular way of expressing anger.  It’s not which events or people happen to tick you off.  It’s 
not whether you get into arguments.  The underlying essence is the negative evaluation: active 
displeasure toward something that’s important enough to care about.  
 Human beings come wired with the capacity to react with displeasure toward real wrongs and 
to act forcefully to make wrongs right.  In other words, we are moral beings.  We are made in the 
image of God.  So we are wired to operate in anger’s logic: That matters, and it’s wrong.  It  
displeases me, and I am against it.  I should change it, remove it, destroy it.  The core is that 
something important is not the way it’s meant to be, and we are moved to take action.  
 Anger is about displeasure.  When you are pleased about something, it’s impossible to feel 
angry.  You approve, so no offense is taken.  Or if something doesn’t much matter or you don’t 
even notice it, again no anger, no offense taken.  But in each variant of anger, we assess  
something that happens.  We care, and we take the stance of critic, judge, activist, enemy, and 
plaintiff: I disapprove.  That’s wrong.  I feel offended.  I want either to make it right or get rid of 
it.  
 This evaluative core underlies our more narrow associations to anger.  Every incident has 
three things in common: 
  
 1.  I identify some perceived wrong.  
 2.  I take a stance of disapproval and feel displeasure.  
 3.  In some way I’m moved to action — to say or do something about it.  
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 All of our more specific associations, what each of us calls to mind as “anger,” are variations 
on this theme.  
 If this is the DNA, then anger is “judgmental” by nature.  Everything else is variable.   
Getting the common denominator straight lets you flex with all the variables.  It helps you cut to 
the core for proposing solutions.  
 Consider the wide range of possible emotions.  On one end of the spectrum are angers that 
express a mere flash of irritation or mild complaint.  At the other end, anger can be keyed to a 
ranting rage or an all-consuming quest for revenge.  But whether the tremor is mild or fierce on 
the emotional Richter scale, the common denominator operates inside.  The degree to which 
something matters to you, the degree to which it cuts you to the quick, will intensify or diminish 
your emotional fire.  But momentary complaint, vocal argument, brooding resentment, and  
murderous frenzy all share the same anger DNA.  
 Similarly, the actions can vary greatly.  Depending on the particulars, a person might actually 
commit murder in the first degree — or in the third degree, a crime of passion.  In other cases, 
you might file a lawsuit, start a protest movement, or go to the defense of a victim.  You can  
always get in an argument.  Or you could try escape — move to a tropical island, avoid that  
person, pretend it doesn’t bother you, or drink a few beers.  Or you might do nothing. Your  
actual response might be fair or unfair, merciful or merciless, constructive or destructive.  But 
the common thread within every action is the same: “That’s wrong.” What you do or don’t do 
about it is variable.   
 The objects that trigger displeasure also vary widely, though the common core —“ I’m 
against that!”— operates in every case.  We can take a stand against just about anything.  You 
can get mad at people, at animals, at ideas, at the weather, at machines, at God.  We can oppose 
what is evil and be angry at things that truly abuse and misuse people.  But we can also get angry 
at the smallest thing that happens to go against what we want.  We can be angry with people who 
have done genuine harm to us, and we can also be angry with people we ought to love.  
 The duration of your reaction can vary.  Your negativism might be a passing fancy, a  
frustration in traffic that you’ve forgotten in three seconds.  Or anger can define the moral cause 
and settle into the hostility that will dominate and define the rest of your life.  Whether short or 
long, it’s still fire, registering “I’m displeased.”  
 
Value Judgments  
 
 All this is to say that anger always makes a value judgment.  Anger is always a moral matter. 
It has rightly been called “the moral emotion” because it makes a statement about what matters. 
Human beings make moral judgments, therefore human beings do anger.  Period.  Like God, you 
come wired to size things up, to feel displeasure at wrong, and to act in order to do something 
about it.  
 Would you want to live in a world with no value judgments?  Not on your life.  When the 
standard of judgment is accurate and the way of reacting is constructive — then clear-minded, 
hearty disapproval is one of the best things going.  If you were indifferent or approving toward 
child abusers, terrorists, or cheats, you’d be morally defective.  Moral sanity must disapprove of 
wrong, and that disapproval is the essence of anger.  
 Every time you get angry, you make your values and point of view explicit.  But anger isn’t 
the only reaction that proclaims what you value.  In fact, every time you open your mouth (or 
don’t open your mouth) you are broadcasting your values to others.  This is what is meant, for 
example, when Jesus said that “every careless word” will be evaluated and that the mouth speaks 
from what fills the heart (Matthew 12: 36; Luke 6:45).  Every word you say — including small 
talk — tells something important about you.  What you choose to talk about (or never think of 
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saying) broadcasts what matters to you. Your emotional reactions and your choices  
always proclaim your values.  Stir in a bit of emotion — because you care, because something 
that matters is going wrong — and you can get the reaction we call anger.  Every time you get 
angry (or don’t get angry) you broadcast what matters to you.  
 Throughout this series we use the flexible word anger.  It naturally will focus on the negative 
value judgments we make.  But always in the background we’ll work within this broader  
description of our evaluative capacity as human beings.  We evaluate everything — ourselves, 
others, weather, animals, ideas, dinner, God, prices, current events, you name it.  Thumbs up or 
thumbs down.  You can’t escape working the way a human being works.  Anger simply  
expresses with particular force and emotion our negative evaluations.  Where does the emotional 
charge come from?  The more something matters, the more you care, the more important it is — 
the more you value something — the more force you’ll pour into your displeasure.  
 What is anger? It’s the way we react when something we think important is not the way it’s 
supposed to be.  Consider several examples from the Bible that illustrate how anger is aroused, 
and how the emotions move us to action.  In particular, notice what both bad anger and good  
anger have in common. 
 
 1. The king Xerxes wants to show off his trophy wife: 
 
  When King Xerxes was in high spirits from wine, he commanded [his servants] to bring  
  before him Queen Vashti, wearing her royal crown, in order to display her beauty to the  
  people and nobles, for she was lovely to look at.  But when the attendants delivered the  
  king’s command, Queen Vashti refused to come. Then the king became furious and   
  burned with anger … [He called his advisors together, and they said], “If it pleases the  
  king, let him issue a royal decree and let it be written in the laws of Persia and Media,  
  which cannot be repealed, that Vashti is never again to enter the presence of King   
  Xerxes. Also let the king give her royal position to someone else who is better than she.  
  (Esther 1:10-12, 19) 
 
  What does the king perceive as wrong? 
  How does he feel? 
  What does he do? 
 
 2. A young man sees what he perceives as the self-righteousness of Job and the accusatory  
  attitudes of his three friends: 
 
  Elihu … became very angry with Job for justifying himself rather than God. He was   
  also angry with the three friends, because they had found no way to refute Job, and yet  
  had condemned him … I too will have my say; I too will tell what I know, for I am full of  
  words. (Job 32:2-3, 17-18) 
 
  What does Elihu perceive as wrong? 
  How does he feel? 
  What does he do? 
 
 3. A king sees another man’s success and the way others praise him: 
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  As [the women] danced, they sang: “Saul has slain his thousands, and David his tens of  
  thousands.”  Saul was very angry; this refrain displeased him greatly. “They have  
  credited David with tens of thousands,” he thought, “but me with only thousands.  What  
  more can he get but the kingdom?” And from that time on Saul kept a close eye on   
  David. (1 Samuel 18:7-9) 
 
  What does Saul perceive as wrong? 
  How does he feel? 
  What does he do? 
 
 4. Shortly after being rescued out of slavery the Israelites throw a party to celebrate a bull  
  calf they had cast from molten gold.  Moses was delayed on Mount Sinai, and so the  
  people said to Aaron: 
 
  “Come, make us gods who will go before us. As for this fellow Moses who brought us   
  up out of Egypt, we don’t know what has happened to him.”  Aaron answered them,   
  “Take off the gold earrings that your wives, your sons and  your daughters are wearing,  
  and bring them to me.”  So all the people took off their earrings and brought them to   
  Aaron.  He took what they handed him and made it into an idol cast in the shape of a calf, 
  fashioning it with a tool.  Then they said, “These are your gods, Israel, who brought you  
  up out of Egypt.”  When Aaron saw this, he built an altar in front of the calf and  
  announced, “Tomorrow there will be a festival to the Lord.”  So the next day the people  
  rose early and sacrificed burnt offerings and presented fellowship offerings. Afterward  
  they sat down to eat and drink and got up to indulge in revelry. 
 
  Then the Lord said to Moses, “Go down, because your people, whom you brought up out  
  of Egypt, have become corrupt.  They have been quick to turn away from what I  
  commanded them and have made themselves an idol cast in the shape of a calf. They   
  have bowed down to it and sacrificed to it and have said, ‘These are your gods, Israel,  
  who brought you up out of Egypt.’  “I have seen these people,” the Lord said to Moses,  
  “and they are a stiff-necked people.  Now leave me alone so that my anger may burn   
  against them and that I may destroy them. Then I will make you into a great nation.”  
  (Exodus 32:1-10) 
 
  What does the Lord perceive as wrong? 
  What does He feel? 
  What does He propose to do? 
 
 5. In a synagogue encounter, both Jesus and His enemies feel intense displeasure toward  
  each other: 
 
  Jesus went into the synagogue, and a man with a shriveled hand was there.  Some …   
  were looking for a reason to accuse Jesus, so they watched him closely to see if he would  
  heal him on the Sabbath.  Jesus said to the man with the shriveled hand, “Stand up in   
  front of everyone.”  Then Jesus asked them, “Which is lawful on the Sabbath: to do good  
  or to do evil, to save life or to kill?” But they remained silent.  He looked around at   
  them in anger and, deeply distressed at their stubborn hearts, said to the man,    
  “Stretch out your hand.”  He stretched it out, and his hand was completely restored.  
  Then the Pharisees went out and began to plot with the Herodians how they might kill  
  Jesus. (Mark 3:1-6) 
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  What does Jesus perceive as wrong? 
  What does He feel? 
  What does He do? 
  What do the Pharisees perceive as wrong? 
  What do they feel? 
  What do they do? 
 
We’ll next look at all that comes into play when a person is angry.  We will build toward  
explaining why anger seems essentially destructive in some cases, while in other cases it seems 
essentially constructive.  The motives at work are the deciding factor. 
 
All of You Does Anger 
 
 When something crosses the line and you get angry, how much of “you” is involved?  All of 
you.  Anger is something you do. 
 Seems obvious.  Why is this so important?  It’s important both because it’s true and because 
it hardly ever get said. 
 Usually angry people and those who give them advice focus on only one part of what is  
going on in anger.  And, curiously, the part they focus on is not you.  Anger becomes something 
that is happening to you or in you.  You deal with “it,” or harness “it,” or liberate “it,” or manage 
“it,” or rid yourself of “it.”  But you are not intrinsically responsible for “it.”  “It” is going on 
inside you, but you aren’t doing it.  
 One key to getting anger straight is to understand that when you are angry, you are doing 
something.  Anger is not an “it.”  Anger is not just one part of you.  Anger does not “happen” to 
you.  You do anger.  
 Anger is a single complex system.  It’s something you do with all your heart, soul, mind, and 
body.  You size something up in a flash, “I don’t like that!”  As your adrenaline surges, your 
body wakes up, heats up, tightens up.  You feel intense emotions, which emote into your tone of 
voice, decibel level, body language, and facial expression.  You think quickly, rehearsing what 
happened, imagining scenarios, evaluating, planning, and choosing.  You go into action,  
choosing what to do and say (or not do and not say).  Your desires and expectations are active. 
You want fairness, or to be proved right, or to be treated lovingly, or to get to your appointment 
on time, or to protect someone, or to get your way.  
 Is one part of your anger reaction primary and everything else merely a by-product?  No. 
Your anger operates as a whole system of interlocking components.  That unified complexity 
doesn’t reduce to either adrenaline or emotion or thoughts or actions or motives.  In anger every-
thing works together.  
 If you don’t understand that anger is something that you do — every part of you working in 
concert — you’ll head in the wrong direction.  This can be illustrated with a series of snapshots 
and examples.  When you get angry, all of you gets involved.  We will look at your agitated 
body, your heated emotions, your judgmental thoughts, your aggressive actions, and your god-
like motives.  
 
Your Body Operates in the Agitated Mode  
 
 Anger involves physiology and anatomy.  It has a marked bodily component, especially  
obvious in the more dramatic forms of anger.  A general nervous tension pervades your body. 
Your adrenaline surges.  The muscles in your face and chest — maybe your fists too! — clench. 
Your stomach churns.  The sympathetic nervous system fires up.  You actually feel hot, as blood 
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rushes to your muscles preparing you for action.  Your face gets red.  Your eyes glitter — you’ve 
heard of a person having “fire in his eyes”!  Your brow and mouth tighten into a disapproving 
scowl and frown.  You’re in a state of high alert with alarm bells clanging.  The limbic system of 
your brain lights up the MRI scan with anger’s distinctive neuro-electrical pattern.  
 Modern neuroscience has revealed more of the inside details, but this physical agitation is 
common-sense observation.  It’s fascinating how the very words for anger play off these visible, 
palpable effects in your body.  For example, our English word ang-er comes from a word that 
captures the distress of a person who feels contorted with intense pain and trouble: ang-uish and 
ang-st.  You feel all twisted up inside when you are mad; you are literally “bent out of shape.” 
Others can see it too; can sense it by reading your body language.  Anger is a tension state, not a 
calm state.  In fact, our word rage comes from the same root as rabies and rabid — a violent, 
raving fit!  A “mad dog” goes “mad” in both senses — both aggressive and out of its mind.  
 A little lower on the Richter scale of emotion, the face of an angry person looks as if  
something left a bad taste in his mouth, like the sour taste of stomach acid.  The French word for 
anger is colére, from the facial grimace identical to when the bitter taste of bile or gall is in your 
mouth (choler in Latin).  Those digestive secretions themselves have a long history as synonyms 
for anger.  A person with a choleric disposition is always in a bilious mood and easily galled by 
what happens!  
 People have long been struck at how we breathe with loud, irregular snorts when we’re 
ticked off, our nostrils flaring.  One Hebrew word for anger is the word for nostrils!  Another  
Hebrew word expresses a different bodily experience: burning.  Blood floods your capillaries, 
heats your skin, and flushes your face.  You literally “see red” and “get hot under the collar.” 
That blood flow also produces swelling in your face, popping veins in your neck, and bulging 
eyes.  That hot swelling gives the Greek language its two words for what they saw in an enraged 
person: “steaming (or smoking) hot” and “swollen.”  
 So it is no accident that many of our vivid expressions for anger play off the physiological 
effects.  When you get “steamed up” you “breathe fire.” A “hot-blooded” person does a “slow 
burn” and then “erupts” in a “volcanic” outburst.  Anger is unmistakably physiological.  Your 
blood gets flowing.  Hormones, blood flow, tense muscles, grimaces, and a neuro-electrical fire-
storm register anger.  But dramatic as this is, there’s more to it.  
 The whole person does anger.  The body no more explains the core reality of anger than the 
physics of a flat-screen TV explains the movie that’s being televised.  Electrons underlie  
everything on TV, but who would dare blame (or credit) the electrons for bringing us Reality 
TV, infomercials, and the CSPAN?  Your body operates in the agitated mode, but what else 
kicks in at the same time?  
 
Your Emotions Operate in the Hot Displeasure Mode  
 
 Anger is a feeling of distress, trouble, and hatred. When someone says, “I’m angry,” we  
usually think first of an emotion of intense displeasure. Your emotional equilibrium is upset, not 
calm or happy.  When you don’t like what’s going on, anger adds the emotional charge that says, 
“I really don’t like that!”  
 For example, a man may not happen to like the taste and texture of lima beans.  He’ll eat 
them if they’re served, but offered the choice, he’ll always pass.  He doesn’t get worked up to 
any pitch of antipathy against the lowly lima bean.  The threat of “lima beans for dinner!”  
might become one of the standing jokes in his family.  It’s a healthy food after all, and his wife 
loves lima beans.  Stranded on a desert island, even he would give thanks for them every day 
(while keenly anticipating the day of dietary deliverance).  
 But the same man really doesn’t like it if someone lies to him, manipulates him, or cheats 
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him. The “really” sets mere dislike on fire with emotion.  Nobody likes betrayal, whether you’re 
stranded on a desert island or comfortably settled at home.  It’s not merely a matter of taste and 
preference.  It’s a matter of active evil.  Evil hurts, and anger kicks into gear.  
 Anger is a passion. As we just saw, when you feel angry your body gets fired up.  But you 
aren’t only sensing what your body is doing, as if emotions reduce to physiology.  No actual  
human being would say, “When you mocked me, my body started to react with those  
physiological processes that people term the emotion of anger, but we both know that it’s just my 
body reacting.”  No way.  You are reacting, with feeling. “When you mock me, I get disturbed.” 
Anger is a high energy state for both body and soul.  
 Intensity levels vary tremendously, of course. The emotional Richter scale can range from a 
shrug of mild irritation to a holocaust of blind rage.  Or, sometimes anger comes across as flat, 
chilling, and calculated, not agitated, heated, and impulsive. But poke around, and you’ll always 
get down to fire.  
 We’ve noted how your body gets agitated and your emotions feel hot displeasure.  But 
there’s more. Your physiology and your emotions connect to thoughts. You don’t only feel  
angry; you think angry.  
 
Your Mind Operates in the Judicial Mode  
 
 Anger actively involves your thought life.  Any dullness of mind instantly departs.  You think 
vividly and quickly.  When you’re mad, an intense mental conversation takes place inside.  You 
watch the video replay in the inner theater of your graphic imagination.  Anger involves pointed, 
articulate attitudes and judgments that express the criteria by which you evaluate something as 
acceptable or unacceptable.  You run what happened through the analytic grid of those criteria. 
All your reasoning powers come to bear (however unreasonable at the moment).  You remember. 
You imagine.  You weigh what happened.  You run scenarios of what you should do.  You form 
words.  You weigh your possible reactions.  You plan.  Whether or not you are doing anything 
outwardly, when angry you furiously think, and what you think makes a judgment. You idiot! 
That’s not fair. I can’t believe she did that to me.  
 Your internal video camera not only replays clips from what happened, but you also script 
and rehearse imaginary scenarios: violent retribution or a conversation in which you give the  
perfect unanswerable comeback that leaves the other speechless or groveling in guilt.  Words and 
actions get thought, planned, and practiced, whether or not you ever say or do what you’re  
thinking inside your head.  
 In fact, a microcosm of the criminal justice system plays out in the courtroom of your mind. 
You play all the prosecuting roles simultaneously!  You are the innocent victim and offended 
plaintiff.  You are the zealous investigator, the sheriff serving summons to the offender, the D.A. 
pressing home irrefutable charges.  You provide eyewitness testimony to the crimes, and you are 
the stern judge ready to mete out just punishment.  You are the unanimous jury disposing of  
every thin alibi and extenuating circumstance, finding the accused “guilty as charged.”  You are 
the jailer of convicted felons, and the hangman ready to administer capital punishment to  
evildoers.  
 But there’s usually something else distinctive about this courtroom.  The trial is rigged.  It’s a 
kangaroo court and the verdict is predetermined.  The punishment is vigilante justice.  With rare 
exceptions, in this private courtroom of the mind the accused is allowed no defense attorney, no 
character witnesses, no due process, no extenuating circumstances, no evidence to the contrary, 
no second chances, no plea of innocence, no possibility that the accuser got it wrong, no  
possibility of mercy for the guilty!  
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 The judicial mental attitude is written deeply into the nature of anger.  One goal of this 
course is that we will think more carefully about how we think when angry, so that our inner 
courtrooms will grow more just.  Anger is the attitude of judgment, legal condemnation, and 
moral displeasure.  But judgment can show good judgment — and even mercy.  
 Your thoughts operate in the judicial mode.  But this is not a detached courtroom simply  
rendering pronouncements.  It’s a battlefield on which enemies will be smitten.  
 
Your Actions Operate in the Military Mode  
 
 Anger doesn’t only operate in your body, feelings, and mind.  It breaks out into behavior. 
And that behavior — whether words or deeds— is about conflict and combat.  Anger goes into 
action as a military operation.  It’s about winning or losing, identifying enemies and allies,  
attacking and defending.  Anger is fight-or-flight arousal in the body, the attack-and-defend  
emotion, the administration of battlefield justice.  We don’t ever say of someone “He got  
fighting sad or fighting glad.”  But we do say with good reason, “He got fighting mad.”  
 Anger is a way of declaring war against a world that seems to have gone wrong.  It’s a way 
to engage, to take a stab at fixing things (though it often makes things worse).  It gets rid of  
problems by using force (though it often backfires).  If you reduce your anger to physiology, or 
emotion, or thought patterns, you’ll lose sight of how anger significantly engages the real world 
in which you live.  Anger — whether warped or wholesome — is an action-response to a  
troubling life context. You do and say things in order to change things.  You “attack the  
problem.”  
 Like the bigger wars, our private wars are an action adventure.  They include sneak attacks, 
blitzkrieg, and strategic retreat; intelligence operations and propaganda campaigns; artillery  
bombardments and hand-to-hand combat; hot war and cold war; sniper fire and major offensives; 
giving no quarter and temporary truce.  There are a thousand angry behaviors between gunfire 
and silent withdrawal.  
 Anger does things. It appears in accusatory words, sarcasm, threats, and curses.  It adopts that 
tone of voice.  Gestures and body language speak loudly: hitting the dashboard, giving a  
disgusted sigh, walking out of the room, raising the decibel level, rolling the eyes, scowling. You 
do anger with all that you are, and you do it as an inter-action.  
 Often anger is chiefly described as a personal problem or a psychological reaction.  But it’s 
important to stress that anger has an object, a target.  It’s a military engagement, not just an  
internal emotion.  And anger is usually an interpersonal event.  Of course people can become  
angry at nonhuman things too.  Complaints about food and the weather seem endemic to human 
nature.  People get mad at their animals, cars, TV sets, and sometimes take it out on mere objects 
or dependent animals.  But usually “going to war” takes place against human enemies.  
 So problem anger isn’t just a “personal” problem or an “emotional” problem.  It busts out 
into interpersonal conflict.  Anger is a central feature wherever conflict occurs: marriages,  
families, churches, workplaces, neighborhoods, and nations.  People use anger to get what they 
want and to defeat other people.  While the courtroom convenes in your mind, the battlefield  
unfolds before your eyes.  Anger is a weapon to coerce, intimidate, and manipulate others — and 
it is a shield to defend yourself.  Perhaps in your family, workplace, or church there are people 
who “walk on eggshells” or “duck into a foxhole” in relation to one explosive member.  
 To understand anger, we must look beyond ourselves to see how we engage the real world. 
But we also must look deeply inside ourselves.  Anger happens for reasons that arise from who 
we are and what we want.  
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Your Motives Operate in the Godlike Mode  
 
 Anger occurs not only in your body, emotions, thoughts, and actions.  It comes from your 
deepest motives.  Underlying desires and beliefs are at work — always.  Motives run far deeper 
than our conscious thoughts.  We often feel, think, act, and react without being aware of our  
motives.  But they are the organizing center of who you are, and what you live for.  The smallest 
incident of irritation or the merest lingering bitterness reveals vast truths about you — if you’re 
willing to look.  
 To tease out the motives underlying anger, ask “What are my expectations?”  That simple 
question helps you stop and think.  And the answer often comes in layers, not all at once. Self-
knowledge is both a simple gift and a hard-won achievement.  You might be aware of your  
expectations at one level, but gradually come to understand more profound levels.  It’s hard to 
see our motives.  It’s even harder to see them for what they are.  Part of the problem comes  
because anger feels so “righteous” — and bad anger is so self-righteous. “I’m so right, because 
you are so wrong.”  That same passionate desire to think well of ourselves, to assert and defend 
ourselves continually, gets in the way of seeing and facing our motives.  
 But taking an honest look will bring light to the reasons for your anger.  Here are some  
questions that will help you uncover expectations and motives that underlie your anger:  
 

•  When you get upset, what do you want?  What does that desire mean to you?  Why 
 does that thing matter so much to you?  

•  When you fire into anger, what do you believe about the significance of what just  
      happened to you? 

•  What are you afraid of? (Fear is desire turned backwards: “I don’t want that to happen.”)  
 What dire thing do you believe might happen? 

•  What intentions guided you during that interaction?  What are you after?  When you  
      become bitter and can’t shake it, what do you hope for and wish?  What are you living for  
      – right now, not in theory?  
 
 These questions dig deeply into the springs of anger.  They reveal your heart — what you 
crave, what you trust, what you hate, what you love.  When anger goes astray, it says something 
about how we are going astray inside, about who is the center of the universe.  When anger runs 
amok into temper, grousing, or bitterness, you don’t just need a technique to calm yourself down. 
You don’t just need your circumstances to change.  You don’t just need other people to change. 
Your core motives must change.  The god you worship (my will be done, my kingdom come . . . 
or else) must be overthrown.  
 And overthrowing a false god takes something much deeper than simply learning conflict-
resolution skills, valuable as those are.  It calls for more than altering how you talk to yourself, 
though that also will change.  It takes more than finding some technique, recreation, or  
medication that works to calm you down.  Sure, take a deep breath or count to ten.  But motives 
are the goals around which you organize your life.  
 Motives are your core values and commitments, what you base your identity on.  They shape 
and energize your emotions, thoughts, and actions.  They determine how you react to pain, loss, 
or threat (the provocations of anger).  They determine how and why you get angry – and whether 
your anger is radiantly healthy or somehow diseased. 
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Section Two: What is Anger?1 
Session Three: Nature, Nurture, and Human Nature 

 
 We have seen that anger is a moral response saying “That’s wrong and it matters.”  We have 
seen that you do anger – all of you, body and soul – and you do it for personal reasons.  But how 
does it arise, and what factors shape the particular form it takes? 
 In this session we’re going to stand back and admire a feisty little girl.  We’ll witness God’s 
common grace in action.  We’ll think about the original equipment with which human nature 
comes wired.  And then we’ll look at the way we each pick up patterns and develop habits.  This 
session aims to give perspective before we dive into the deep waters of radical thinking about our 
objectives in controlling our anger. 
 
Anger is Natural 
 
 Most of us don’t remember much from fourth grade, but one author does remember a girl in 
his class named Leanne from those many years ago and he recounts her story.  She was a fiery 
little girl.  She could be domineering and opinionated, giving teachers fits and wearing out her 
best friends.  When something or someone crossed her will, you knew about it: the toss of her 
head, the fire in her eye, the quick comeback, the heels dug in for a fight to the finish with no 
quarter asked and no quarter given. 
 But Leanne could also be a heroine.  One day on the playground her moral outrage was  
displayed. 
 Mark was her classmate, a small fourth-grader.  He was an awkward, shy kid, who was often 
teased.  On that particular day he was being picked on by three, big, fifth-grade boys.  The  
bullies had trapped him in a ring and were shoving him around.  When he started to whimper, 
they began to mock him in singsong, “Marky is a baby, cry little baby.  Marky is a baby, cry lit-
tle baby.” 
 Suddenly Leanne ran up to them.  She was smaller even than Mark.  But she broke right into 
the ring, stood up to the bullies, and started berating them.  “You stop that.  It’s wrong.  You’re 
just being mean.  You should be ashamed.  Look how big you are.  Look how little Mark is.  
Look how many of you there are, and one Mark.  Go pick on somebody your own size.  You 
should tell him you’re sorry for what you did.”  She made quite a scene.  She was mad.  It was 
the perfect combination of courage, love, and outrage.   
 The rest of the kids started to gather around, instead of hanging back in apprehension.  The 
bullies stopped.  They glanced sideways at the gathering crowd, and looked down at the ground. 
Then they edged away, scuffing the dirt with their feet, and shrugging.  Leanne had won the day.  
Mark had been rescued from their torment. 
 Nobody told Leanne to have a keen sense of justice.  It’s probable that she hardly thought 
about what she did.  She simply saw an unfair, mean thing going on – and her anger carried her 
into action.  It was an act of temper – spontaneous, loving, and good! – on behalf of someone 
who was being harmed.  It came naturally. 
 Leanne, like you and me, like all humankind, is wired to discriminate between kind and 
cruel, fair and unfair, and right and wrong.  Something about “cruel, unfair, and wrong” bothered 
her.  Unless you have numbed yourself to meanness, or hardened yourself by becoming mean 
(and both of those things often happen as life unfolds), then you too will get upset at what seems 
wrong and unfair.  It’s something in the way human nature comes wired.  Leanne instinctively 

                                                
1 This material is a slightly modified version David Powlison’s book, Good and Angry (New Growth Press, 2016). 
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knew – without lengthy reflection or careful analysis – that what those boys were doing was an 
evil to be opposed.   
 Anger is the fighting emotion.  Anger is the justice emotion.  Anger is the deliver-the-op-
pressed-from-evil emotion.  It stems from love for the needy.  All of us come wired with a sense 
of justice.  We can override or pervert it.  We can direct it to wholly selfish purposes.  So a 
bully’s sense of justice might only kick in when he’s being mistreated – or when he’s being 
fairly called to account.  Have you noticed how huffy and outraged some people get when they 
are caught doing something wrong? 
 Your sense of justice can be bent in many directions, for good or ill, but you cannot erase it.  
It’s part of the original equipment in human nature.  What’s the term for this?  “The image of 
God” is the shorthand way of describing the way we were all meant to be.  You identify  
something wrong and harmful.  It matters.  You are designed to get upset about it.  You speak 
and act forcefully to address a problem.  When human beings work this way, it’s beautiful.  It’s 
constructive.  Our anger is natural.  It is a capacity given by creation in the image of the God 
Who is just. 
 In the Garden of Eden there was already evil to be angry at.  As image bearers, loyal to God, 
Adam and Eve should have gotten angry at the Liar and Murderer.  They should have picked up 
sticks and stones and killed the serpent who lied by suggesting to them that God was a liar.  So 
the first act of anger would have been in Genesis 3, instead of Genesis 4 (when Cain murdered 
Abel). 
 If only Adam and Eve had been angry at the right time and in the right way.  If only you and 
I got angry at the right time and in the right way.  But, sadly, anger is “natural” in a second way.  
Creational good is entangled with and distorted by fallenness and innate evil that has become 
“second nature.” 
 Have you ever been around children who were whining?  Whining is the fingernails on the 
blackboard of human relationships.  Or have you ever seen a child throw a full-volume tantrum?  
Or have you ever listened to children as they are manipulating their parents?  “But I want to 
watch TV.”  “But I don’t want to eat my dinner.”  “You never let me do what I want.”  Where on 
earth did they learn such behavior? 
 They didn’t learn it.  Yes, skill in the habits of whining, temper, and manipulation can be 
learned (more on that in a bit).  A newborn is utterly dependent and comes wired to need and 
trust parents who nourish and protect.  A parent is God’s in loco parentis, a powerful and loving 
god in the infant’s small universe.  And then a transition happens as the child’s willingness 
emerges.  A new god comes forth: “I am god, not you.” 
 When Jesus said, from within, out of the heart of man, come evil thoughts, coveting,  
wickedness, deceit, envy, slander, pride, and foolishness (see Mark 7:21-22), He did not exclude 
children.  That litany of human sinfulness uses the grown-up words for what children do, no less 
than adults.  We come hardwired for sinful anger. 
 So to be human means you come created with a capacity for righteous anger.  And to be  
human means you come fallen, with a bent toward unrighteous anger.  The potential is hardwired 
into us in two different ways.  Good and evil cohabitate.  We aren’t talking physiology, but  
human nature, the givens of our moral makeup.  We are a living contradiction.  Something about 
anger is very good, and something is very bad.  We are attuned to know the difference between 
fair and unfair, love and hate.  But we are also out-of-tune so anger gets petty, self-serving, and 
vicious.  This fact doesn’t need to be proved.  The contradiction in our nature is obvious.  It  
operates in my life and in yours too. 
 A lot of what makes anger so hard to sort out is our difficulty in figuring out and accounting 
for these two sides of human nature.  You and I are paradoxical.   No one can understand a  
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person who isn’t willing to hold two opposites together.  You can’t understand yourself without 
holding the creation and fall together. 
 Optimists see all the evidence for the image of God and creational good when they talk about 
anger.  “Human nature is basically good.  Open your eyes.  Look at the noble actions, the  
courage, and the self-sacrifice for others.  Consider the creativity and the generosity of which 
people are capable.  The causes of bad all lie outside of you, those forces of nature and nurture 
that negatively impact upon you.  You have every right to your anger because other people do 
you wrong.  The problems in life, the distorted forms of anger, can be fixed through science, 
medicine, social reform, education, enlightenment, and good intentions.”  Optimists think they 
see clearly, but they only half-see. 
 Pessimists are more cynical and see all the evidence for the fall then they talk about anger.  
“Human nature is basically self-serving, destructive, and duplicitous, so what else can you  
expect?  Open your eyes.  Look at all the bullies, liars, and manipulators.  People are selfish and 
think they’re better than they are.  Real life is a jungle of competing self-interest and spin-doctor-
ing.  Since you are part of people, don’t kid yourself.  You do whatever is required to get by in 
personal relations, the workplace, or politics.”  Cynics think they see clearly, but they too only 
half-see. 
 They’re both half right and all wrong.  When you wake up and look reality in the eye, you 
can’t remain either a tender-hearted optimist or a tough-minded pessimist.  Thoughtful wisdom 
says, “So much good and so much bad, all at the same time, in every heart.  The bad so often 
perverts the good in hostility and bitterness.  Thankfully, the good often subverts the bad in acts 
of kindness and in the hard work of peace making.  None of us are as bad as we could be (though 
some people come close).  None of us are as good as we should be (and the more you know of 
yourself, the more you see how you fall short).  Each of us is a microcosm: a perpetual skirmish 
in the Great War of good and evil.”  Anger comes naturally to you and me.  Both the good and 
the bad are part of the package called a person. 
 So angry people come with a package of both good and bad.  Your anger is both brilliant and 
appalling.  The shifting line between good and evil plays out when it comes to your anger, like 
everywhere else.  Your anger is Godlike to the degree you treasure justice and fairness and are 
alert to betrayal and falsehood.  Your anger is devil-like to the degree you play god and are petty, 
merciless, whiny, argumentative, willful, and unfair. 
 
Anger is Learned 
 
 Our capacity for anger is a given of human nature, but at the same time, our patterns of anger 
are also learned through human nurture.  You learn exactly how to be angry in two different 
ways.  You pick it up from others, and you develop your own style through long practice. 
 First, anger is taught and modeled to us.  We learn many things from other people about how 
and when to be angry, for good or ill.  We learn what to get upset about (and what to ignore).  
We learn how to show our displeasure (and how to make it). 
 Here’s a simple example: In Detroit, on occasion, we get a heavy snowfall.  Is a snowstorm 
something to enjoy or something to get angry about?  Is a snowstorm a beautiful sight with a 
built-in opportunity to meet neighbors, exercise by clearing the walkway, and have fun sledding 
and cross-country skiing?  Or is it a frustration, with the inconvenience of shoveling and the  
financial hit of customers staying home?  Either attitude rubs off on the people around.  Unlike 
experiencing betrayal or being given a surprise gift, a snowstorm doesn’t come with a cue card 
telling you whether to “get mad” or “get glad.”  Your response to snow is often shaped by how 
the people around you react. 
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 What habits, styles, and tendencies to bad anger did you acquire from others?  Some children 
never thought of letting fly an angry curse – they had never even heard the bad words.  They  
surprise themselves when a graphic obscenity slips out a week after first riding a school bus.   
Parental shock perhaps quickly nips bad habit formation.  But later, when those kids grow up and 
live in a college dorm, start their first job, or join the military, maybe four-letter words creep in 
as all-purpose modifiers: “Pass the %$#@! butter” wasn’t necessarily learned at home, but it was 
learned. 
 Other children were raised to curse.  A father who routinely damns the weather, yells in  
traffic, and demeans his wife is training his children to do likewise.  Angry and hostile curses be-
come routine ways to respond to the mildest frustration.  Or consider a mother who pretends 
she’s never angry, but then withdraws with tight-lipped disapproval and often blames and  
criticizes others.  She is training her children to do the same.  Our parents, our peers, and the  
media give us models for how one ought to handle the minor frustrations of daily life.  Emotions 
are highly contagious. 
 A wise proverb says, “Do not make friends with a hot-tempered person, do not associate with 
one easily angered, or you may learn their ways and get yourself ensnared.” (Proverbs 22:24-
25)  Do you have bad anger habits that are affected by friends, family, or co-workers?  We learn 
many things by example.  The capacity for anger is a given of human nature, but the form anger 
takes is greatly influenced by human nurture. 
 Constructive anger is also learned from role models.  It would be an exaggeration to say the 
habit of patience and constructive anger are easily acquired from others!  Somehow germs seem 
more catching than good health, and a bad attitude travels faster than a good attitude.  But it can 
happen.  Did you ever know a parent or close friend, a teacher or coach, who was patient and 
generous with others, not easily set off?  Did he or she save their anger for when there was a 
wrong that really mattered?  Was anger expressed cleanly and constructively, as part of love for 
others that tackled wrongs?  You may well have picked up a good thing or two.  Another wise 
proverb puts it this way, “Walk with the wise and become wise.” (Proverbs 13:20)  There’s  
nothing like a good role model to give you a vision for how it’s possible to do life well. 
 Many of the details of your style of anger may be influenced by parents, peers, or ethnic 
group.  Cultural differences in expressing emotions can be marked.  Norwegian anger and Italian 
anger often differ drastically in modes of expression.  The habits of the former should not form 
our image of ideal self-control.  The habits of the latter should not form our image of ideal  
emotional expressiveness.  You’re hardwired for anger, but the exact form anger takes often is 
nurtured. 
 We are all learners, sponges absorbing the values, assumptions, attitudes, and expectations 
that surround us.  The modern words for this process are enculturation and socialization.  The 
old-fashioned way to say the same thing is to note how we are all being “discipled” into the  
image of the significant people from whom we take our cues.  Sometimes what we learn is  
conscious; most of the time it is simply the air we breathe. 
 Anger is learned in a second way.  We practice.  It can become “second nature,” a habitual 
way of responding.  “Practice makes perfect” in anger as with many other things.  Perhaps every 
time you think about your tight finances, you get uptight.  The day you pay bills, you’re testy.  
Every time, twice a month on the Saturday after payday, your family learns to avoid you because 
you bark and holler.  Or perhaps you get in the same argument over and over and over again.  
You could almost mail in the tape and spare yourself the trouble. 
 David Powlison tells the story of driving with his wife on an unfamiliar road, trying to find 
an unfamiliar destination.  He slowed down and was a little tentative about which driveway to 
turn into.  He swears that he had not been indulging in his love of slow driving before that.  He’d 
been moving along at normal speed, and had given the truck driver behind him no previous  
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reason to be irritated.  But as he slowed and wavered, that driver leaned hard on his horn.  Then 
as Powlison started to turn left, the truck driver accelerated up next to them on the shoulder, and 
leaned out his window, face contorted with rage.  He let fly a blast of obscenities.  Employing a 
vivid mix of anatomical, excretory, sexual, and hellfire vocabulary, he concisely summed up my 
character, intelligence, mother, and right to be driving on that particular road, making his life 
miserable.  It’s a marvel that he could pack so much content into such a brief moment.  The  
verbal tirade was accompanied by creative use of finger gestures.  Then he gunned the  
accelerator and shot off down the road.  It’s probably fair to assume that this was not the first 
time a slow driver received the full treatment at his hands.  This was clearly a well-practiced 
habit. 
 Patterns of anger – both bad and good – become characteristic.  Some people always hit the 
roof and then get over it.  Others go into their shell.  Some go on the rampage for days,  
muttering, gossiping, rehearsing, or exaggerating.  Other people raise their voices.  Some get 
quiet, fearful, and discouraged.  Others pretend nothing happened.  Some don’t recognize that 
they’re bothered and can’t acknowledge anger even to themselves.  Others take it out on an  
innocent party, or with a hard workout.  Some people give plenty of signals that they’re angry.  
Others make guerilla strikes out of nowhere.  Some use anger to intimidate and control people.  
Others use anger to sulk and avoid people. 
 And, wonderfully, some people express anger in ways that tackle problems to solve them.  
Blessed are the peacemakers.  To respond constructively to trouble is a fine art, gained through 
long practice.  We develop a “lifestyle,” a characteristic manner of doing life. 
 
Conclusion 
 
 These first three sessions have sought to orient our thinking to basic truths about anger.  
We’ve been given a rich well of terms and ideas with which to think about anger.  But they’ve 
also been fightin’ sessions in a sense.  To say that you do anger as a moral response by a  
responsible moral human being is the simple truth, and essential for true self-knowledge and for 
becoming rightly oriented in this complex world.  But it is a tough sell when so many other 
voices tell you to look in other directions for the essential factor.  The things you say to yourself 
in your head?  How your family raised you?  How the (supposed) evolutionary history of the hu-
man race shaped your genetics?   The devil taking up residence and taking over? 
 In order to hear a simple truth clearly and walk out the implications, we’ve had to clear out a 
lot of underbrush.  Anger arises in your body, but your body is not the crucial issue.  Anger is 
learned from people around you, but their model is not the crucial issue.  Anger is affected by the 
things you tell yourself, but your thoughts are not the crucial issue.  Anger gets pent up, but  
releasing energies is not the crucial issue.  Anger is devilishly hostile, but exorcising dark powers 
is not the crucial issue.   
 The crucial issue is you.  And you are the complex human being we’ve been looking at in 
these first three sessions.  Now we can turn the corner from understanding the problem to  
addressing it.   
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Section Two: What is Anger?1 
Session Four: Redirected Displeasure, Part I 

 
Now we turn the corner from understanding the problem to addressing it. So these next few  
sessions are the heart of this class. We have looked closely at anger’s essential DNA: displeasure 
at wrong. And we have traced in some detail the ways that our displeasure itself goes wrong. But 
along the way, we have caught glimpses of how anger might be redeemed. How does anger  
actually become constructive? How can displeasure at wrong become an expression of faith in 
God, and then an expression of love for people? The concern one man felt that troubled mother 
and son in the supermarket intimated that anger might be transformed into something loving. 
Leanne’s bold defense of her helpless classmate demonstrated that anger in action can  
accomplish something truly good.  
 It is possible to say “That’s wrong!” and yet express our displeasure in ways that prove truly 
constructive. Actually loving. Even beautiful. Jesus saw wrong, called it wrong, and called out 
wrongdoers. Here is how He describes His purpose:  
 
 God did not send his Son into the world to condemn the world, but in order that the world 
 might be saved through him. (John 3:17)  
 
 We justly deserve anger and condemnation. But mercy’s purposes control how God  
expresses His displeasure. This session and the next are about good anger.  
 Let’s give this good anger a name: the constructive displeasure of mercy. Think about that 
description: constructive . . . displeasure . . . of mercy. Each of those three words matters. Good  
anger operates as one aspect of mercy. It brings good into bad situations. It stands up for the 
helpless and victimized. It calls out wrongdoers, but holds out promises of forgiveness, inviting 
wrongdoers to new life.  
 Your anger and mine can be remade into God’s image. Of course, when we react to one bad 
with another kind of bad, we always compound problems. The typical bad angers are all versions 
of returning evil for evil. But, where intelligent mercy flows, then mercy’s displeasure brings a 
powerful good. Strong mercy is the DNA of the entire Bible. Clear-minded mercy is the DNA of 
redemption. Jesus gathers up our angers, not to neuter our sensitivity to evil, but to redeem how 
we respond.  
 By definition, mercy is a response to feeling displeasure. When someone is going wrong, 
when someone is suffering wrong, when things are going wrong, both pleasure and indifference 
are wrong. Goodness, if only we did not suffer and did not sin! We would have no need to  
receive God’s mercies — His paradoxical, lovely expressions of His displeasure with how things 
are. If this world did not throb with sufferings and sins, we ourselves would not need to learn 
how to also feel mercy’s energetic displeasure with the status quo. Strong, clear-minded mercy is 
the way we  are meant to transmute feeling disturbed, uncomfortable, and bothered by what is. 
 And by definition, mercy is consistently constructive. Mercy intervenes to address and solve 
whatever problem is in view. Jesus embodies this constructive displeasure of mercy. It is a rich, 
complex way of responding to life.  
 

• Faced with the death of Lazarus and with the sisters’ grief, Jesus is successively angered, 
distressed, grief-stricken, and indignant at death, loss, and suffering (John 11: 33, 35, 38). 

      In mercy, He raises Lazarus to life.   

                                                
1 This material is a slightly modified version David Powlison’s book, Good and Angry (New Growth Press, 2016). 
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• Jesus meets a man with a withered hand in the synagogue at Capernaum. He is resolved to 
heal the man. But Pharisees are also present, and out to get Jesus. In mercy to the man, He 
looks at the Pharisees with anger, grieved at their hardness of heart (Mark 3:1– 5). Then He 
heals the man.  

 
• When Jesus calls Matthew to follow Him, He is calling a bad man. He eats with Matthew 

and a crowd of other bad people. Pharisees raise questions. Why would Jesus eat with tax 
collectors and sinners? He responds that doctors work with sick people, not healthy people. 
I am calling sinners, not those who think they are good enough and better than other people 
(Matthew 9: 9–13). In mercy, Jesus does life-giving good for sinners. He willingly dies for 
weak, ungodly, sinful enemies of God (Romans 5:6–10).  

 
Mercy. Because Jesus hates suffering and loves sufferers, sufferers find help and joy. Mercy.  
Because Jesus hates sin and loves sinners, sinners find forgiveness and joy.  
 This response to something that is wrong in our world is complex. It involves a constructive 
mix of justified anger combined with mercy and active efforts to make true peace where there is 
trouble. The constructive displeasure of mercy traverses exactly the same ground as simple  
anger. But it’s on a different spectrum altogether. It does not act like the typical hostilities. Like 
simple anger, it says, “That matters. It’s wrong and offensive. I want to do something about it.” 
But unlike just getting mad, it says, “That’s wrong — and I will be constructively merciful in 
pursuing whatever is just, whatever makes things right, whatever does good.”  
 Mercy is an entirely different way of reacting to offenses, to things we think are wrong. 
Think about this: mercy is not a non-reactive indifference — because it cares. And it’s the  
furthest thing from approval — because what’s happening is wrong. Mercy includes a  
component of forceful anger, but anger’s typical hostility, vindictiveness, and destructiveness 
does not dominate. True mercy proceeds hand in hand with true justice. It brings mercy to  
victims by bringing justice. While working hand in hand with justice, it offers mercy to violators. 
Mercy contains a combination of attitudes and actions that proceed in a constructive, instead of 
destructive, way.  Mercy, including its component of constructive anger, is an amazing act of 
love. It’s how we love in the face of something wrong. I can know something is utterly wrong 
and yet I can act constructively. 
 We would all like to grow in expressing the constructive displeasure of mercy.  At home, at 
work, at church – we would like to respond to wrongs with constructive mercy instead of making 
a bigger mess. And the good news is that we can all grow in these things. To grow in mercy is a 
long, slow process, but it starts with understanding what we are aiming for. 
 
Four Key Aspects to the Constructive Displeasure of Mercy 
 
 There are four key aspects to the constructive displeasure of mercy. Each of these four, like 
anger, implies active disapproval of what’s happening. But unlike the vast bulk of anger, each 
breathes helpfulness in how it goes about addressing what it sees as wrong.  These four  
characteristics are: 
 
 1. Patience 
 2. Forgiveness 
 3. Charity 
 4. Constructive conflict 
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 We often lack a rich sense of exactly what such varied aspects of mercy actually do and 
mean. We can understand displeasure, indifference, and pleasure. But though constructive  
displeasure is the key to becoming both sane and humane, we lack a category for it. 
 Patience, forgiveness, charity, and constructive conflict sound “religious,” and for good  
reason. The actions and attitudes that express the constructive mercy are exactly how the Bible 
portrays the man Jesus in action. And Jesus is the incarnation of God-in-action who intervenes in 
what goes wrong. The God Who reveals Himself in Scripture is not a theological abstraction. He 
is an active, morally discerning person. He sees, evaluates, speaks, and takes action. These four 
actions within the constructive displeasure of his mercy describe the crucial way — the stunning 
way — that He acts. They also describe how a wise person acts. They describe someone who is 
becoming like Jesus. Because of the sort of world we live in and the sort of people we are, these 
four activities describe beautiful necessities. You can’t live without them. They describe love 
and goodness — the opposites of hate and evil.  
 These words describe rare qualities. They are difficult to do — actually impossible, without 
the help of God Himself. They don’t come naturally to anyone, religious or irreligious. But, you 
can’t “do” anger right without the constructive displeasure of mercy. It rolls up its sleeves. It 
tackles the toughest problems you will ever face in life and in yourself. It redeems anger.  
 We must grasp the workings of merciful displeasure in order to think rightly about anger. 
How does the in-working of such mercies into your experience change the way you feel  
displeasure? How does their outworking in how you live change the way you face life’s  
provocations, disappointments, frustrations, and betrayals? Patience, forgiveness, charity, and 
constructive conflict put a qualitatively different spin on troubles and problems. All four  
necessarily go together. If any one of them goes missing, you’ve lost something crucial. This 
session will discuss in greater detail the first two — patience and forgiveness. The next session 
will take a close look at charity and constructive conflict.  
 As we look closely at these four aspects of the constructive displeasure of mercy, we will  
notice that they express the most powerful interpersonal dynamic imaginable. It is Christ  
Himself, the Word becoming flesh and dwelling among us, full of grace and truth. It is the  
engine of peacemaking. It is the triumph of love over hate, indifference, and living for personal  
pleasure. 
 
Patience: In It for the Long Haul 
 
 Patience is a curious response to something that is wrong. Why is it curious? Because when 
you are truly patient, you agree with the moral evaluation that anger makes: “That’s wrong. 
What you’re doing does not please me. It offends me. It hurts people.” True patience is not about 
passivity, indifference, or tolerance of evils. You do not just put up with bad things. It’s not an 
easygoing tolerance and neutrality. It does not accept anything and affirm everything. Patience 
hates what’s happening. Then it rolls up its sleeves to redress what is wrong.  
 Patience sees wrong, but it is “slow to anger.” This is a prime characteristic of the Lord God. 
He is gracious, compassionate, and slow to anger (Exodus 34:6). It is the first characteristic of 
love. “Love is patient” (1 Corinthians 13:4). God is love, and God is slow to anger. He intends to 
make us like Himself. To be slow to anger means you are willing to work with wrong over time. 
“The Lord is not slow about his promise as some count slowness, but is patient” (2 Peter 3: 9). 
God chooses to work over a scale of moments, days, years, decades, centuries, millennia. And 
He will accomplish what He has set out to do.  
 Patience is an intelligent, feeling act. When you are patient, you often see the wrong more 
clearly. You feel its knife edge more keenly. You actually notice more and deeper wrongs than 
when you react resentfully. Our resentments are often petty. But patience takes personally 
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wrongs that don’t necessarily slap our own private agendas in the face. It notices others’ suffer-
ings. And it doesn’t take so personally the wrongs that do slap us in the face.  
 Patience hurts. It’s hard to learn. You struggle within yourself so that you don’t react  
immediately in the wrong way. You bear with difficult people and events, not out of  
indifference, resignation, or cowardice. You hang in there because you are driven by a different 
purpose. You are willing to work slowly to solve things. Patience is not passivity. It is how to be 
purposeful and constructive in the face of great difficulties. You are even willing to live  
constructively for a long time within seemingly insoluble evils. By definition, patience means 
that what’s wrong doesn’t change right away.  
 One near-synonym of patience is forbearance. To forbear means to hang in there with people 
or events that remain wrong and hurtful. This is more than brute endurance. It does not mean that 
you just keep on keeping on, merely gritting your teeth. Forbearance is committed to changing 
the world — and willing to hang in there for as long as it takes — not simply to endure the 
world. The willingness to work over the long haul is the first piece of the constructive  
displeasure of mercy. 
 
Forgiveness: The Willingness to Not Get Even 
 
Forgiveness is a second mercy, another curious and complex response to true wrong.  
Forgiveness also looks wrong in the eye. By definition, it names wrong for what it is and feels 
the sting.  Then it consciously acts “unfairly” in return. Anger is all about fairness (however  
accurate or distorted our perceptions of fairness might be). But forgiveness is mercifully unfair. 
You choose not to give back what only seems fair, just, equitable, or reasonable.  
 If I throw a china teacup onto a slate floor, I deserve its shattering. If I betray your trust, I 
deserve your wrath. But if that teacup bounces and remains whole, I receive a most astonishing 
and undeserved gift. And if you forgive me, you do me an undeserved kindness. Forgiveness 
does not ignore what’s wrong. It does not excuse what’s wrong. It does not pretend that the  
person didn’t really mean it. Instead, recognizing that a debt is owed, it forgives the debt.  
What is the dynamic? Pay close attention to how Psalm 103:8 – 13 unfolds. It begins by  
remembering how God described Himself to Moses when they met on Mount Sinai:  
 
 The Lord is merciful and gracious, slow to anger [“ patient”] and abounding in steadfast 
 love. (v. 8)  
 
These words express the genetic code of the Bible. This DNA comes in the flesh in Jesus Christ. 
This is Who He is and what He is like. It is what it is like when you or I live out the image of 
God. A different life purpose makes all the difference. May it be said of you and of me, “He is 
merciful. She is gracious. He is patient. She abounds in steadfast love.” Your anger experience 
changes as you are refashioned in this image.  
 
 He will not always chide, nor will he keep his anger forever. (v. 9)  
 
 God’s anger is always justified and just. But he does not give his anger the final word. Just 
displeasure serves within the larger constructive purposes of mercy. This means that God is  
spectacularly unfair to us:  
 
 He does not deal with us according to our sins, nor repay us according to our iniquities.  
 (v. 10)  
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Forgiveness means you don’t get what you deserve. Think about that. Because God is “unfair,” 
we have hope. Instead of fairness, you get Someone Who is deadly serious about wrong but acts 
on your behalf in ways that are inconceivably unfair.  
 
 For as high as the heavens are above the earth, so great is his steadfast love toward those 
 who fear him. (v. 11)  
 
 To fear God is to wake up to Who He is, to know my dependency on Him, to realize that His 
opinion of me is the opinion that matters, to feel my vulnerability before Him. He is good and I 
am not. But His steadfast love has found expression in this constructive displeasure of mercy. 
Think for a moment about the night sky. How high is the visible universe above where you and I 
are sitting right now? At night while walking around your neighborhood, it’s sometimes possible 
to spot the faint blur of light that we call the Andromeda Galaxy. At the speed of light it takes 
200,000 years to flash from one side of that tiny disc to the other. This light takes two and a half 
million blazing fast years to reach our eyes. God’s steadfast love is that high.  
 
 As far as the east is from the west, so far does he remove our transgressions from us. (v. 12)  
 
His forgiveness is that wide — from one end of the universe to the other.  
 
 As a father shows compassion to his children, so the Lord shows compassion to those who 
 fear him. (v. 13)  
 
His compassion is that tender, that tangible, that considerate of our needs and our limitations.  
 
 To know such a Savior is to be in awe of Him and to love Him. By receiving forgiveness in 
our need, we become able and willing to give forgiveness to others. Being released from the guilt 
of real moral wrong, we become able to release others. Is it easy? No. One and done? Rarely. 
Entirely possible? Yes. Christ shows love to the loveless that they might lovely be.  
 God’s mercies in Jesus Christ are like taking in the sun, full strength. Our love for others is at 
best a flickering three-watt night-light. But light is light. And in a dark house, in a relationship 
torn by conflict, that three-watt night-light makes a huge difference. 
 Real forgiveness does not fall for a cheap substitute. True forgiveness looks wrong in the 
eye. It makes no excuses.  But it does not hold the offense against you. It lets you go (when it 
could hang on).  It covers over (when it could hold it over you).  True forgiveness looks like this: 
 
 “What I said was wrong. I am so sorry for my hurtful words. I exaggerated in order to hurt 
 you. I acted like I’m never wrong. Please forgive me.”  
 
 “I forgive you. Thank you. Please forgive me for not following through on what I said I’d do. 
 I’m sorry for hurting you by thinking first of myself and what I wanted to do and then  
 making it worse with my excuses.”  
 
 “I do forgive you. Thanks.”  
 
 They kiss, because they’ve made up. They’ve been honest. They’ve dealt with what really 
happened. They have made actual peace where there was actual war.  
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 What if the other person does not ask forgiveness or even admit any wrong? The Bible  
addresses this in a deft way. Forgiveness comes in two forms. First, and foundationally, you  
forgive another person before God, whether or not that person admits or even recognizes any 
wrong. This is attitudinal forgiveness. Listen to how Jesus speaks of this  
vertical-dimension forgiving of another person:  
 
 “Whenever you stand praying, if you have anything against anyone, forgive, so that your  
 Father also who is in heaven may forgive you your trespasses.” (Mark 11: 25)  
 
 “This, then, is how you should pray: ‘Our Father in heaven, hallowed be your name, your 
 kingdom come, your will be done, on earth as it is in heaven. Give us today our daily bread. 
 And forgive us our debts, as we also have forgiven our debtors. And lead us not into  
 temptation, but deliver us from the evil one.’ For if you forgive other people when they sin 
 against you, your heavenly Father will also forgive you. But if you do not forgive others their 
 sins, your Father will not forgive your sins.” (Matthew 6:9-15) 
 
In both cases, you are talking with God, not the person who wronged you. That person is not part 
of this conversation. You stand alone before God your Father dealing with your own attitudes. In 
the Mark 11 passage, Jesus says to deal with whatever you have against anyone else. He doesn’t 
even tell you to try to sort out what really happened, and whether it was a real wrong or only a 
subjective feeling of offense. Conflicts can be impenetrably complex. Did you actually do  
something against me? Or did I misunderstand what you were doing? Or was I just being  
hypersensitive? Often it’s hard to know what really happened because so much was happening in 
both parties. Trying to figure out the definitive explanation leads to more disagreement and  
outrage. Instead, Jesus simply says that if you have anything against anyone, forgive.  
 In the Matthew 6 passage, Jesus emphasizes dealing with real wrongs: “our debtors” are  
people who owe us. The mercy of God, our Father in heaven, (remember Psalm 103’s  
fatherly compassion) is front and center in helping us. This vertical aspect of forgiveness deals 
with our attitudes. Its purpose is to change you, not to deal with the other person. It prepares you, 
so you will go to the other person already willing to be merciful. You are no longer holding the 
grudge, building up bitterness, on the defensive, on the offensive. 
 The second aspect of forgiveness is transacted forgiveness. Again, listen to how Jesus  
describes it: 
 
 “If your brother or sister sins against you, rebuke them; and if they repent, forgive them.
  Even if they sin against you seven times in a day and seven times come back to you saying ‘I 
 repent,’ you must forgive them.” (Luke 17:3-4) 
 
 “If your brother or sister sins, go and point out their fault, just between the two of you. If 
 they listen to you, you have won them over … Then Peter came to Jesus and asked, “Lord, 
 how many times shall I forgive my brother or sister who sins against me? Up to seven 
 times?” Jesus answered, “I tell you, not seven times, but seventy-seven times.”  
 (Matthew 18:15, 21-22) 
 
 Notice that here Jesus envisions a conversation with the other person. You bring it up  
constructively; the other person asks to be forgiven. The interpersonal interaction is able to be 
both candid and full of mercy (a rare combination!) because the attitudinal forgiveness has  
already happened. It is also worth noticing that in both cases, Jesus chooses to portray the other 
person as a repeat offender! He or she keeps doing it, even after admitting it’s wrong.  
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That’s realism. That’s why we need patience. That’s why we are continually driven back to our 
Father to seek forgiveness ourselves and to again work out the attitudinal forgiveness. Then we 
can again move toward the other person to seek transacted forgiveness.  
 This combination of attitudinal and transacted forgiveness helps make sense of many  
common and extremely tangled situations. Here are three. First, what if the other person won’t 
hear you out? He or she gets defensive and self-righteous, counterattacking when you were  
seeking to be constructive. Again, we are driven back to our Father to forgive attitudinally. This 
vertical dimension of forgiveness must always happen, and it keeps your attitude in check. The 
horizontal dimension is a more uncertain and hazardous road, a goal to pursue, not a  
certainty. It takes two to reconcile, just like it takes two to make a war. But one can forgive, even 
when the other is still at war. It is called loving your enemy.  
 Second, what if the person who hurt you is off the scene — perhaps dead, perhaps long  
vanished out of your life, perhaps too hostile or even dangerous to approach? The attitudinal  
forgiveness means you can always deal with the things that poison your own heart.  
Transacted forgiveness and actual reconciliation are desirable fruits, but not always attainable. 
But, by God’s mercy, we can always establish our hearts in mercy. We are not left in limbo when 
there is no possibility of a reconciling interaction.  
 Third, seeing that our forgiveness of others has two interconnected parts helps us navigate 
the opposite messages that one often hears in Christian circles. Some in the church teach, “If you 
forgive from the heart, then you don’t need to go to the person.” Others teach, “Unless the other 
person asks for forgiveness, you don’t need to forgive.” Each focuses on a half truth — and 
draws a false conclusion. When you put together both halves of what Jesus did and taught on 
forgiveness, you get a coherent truth.  
 So if you forgive from the heart, then you become able to go constructively to the other  
person when it is called for. Not to go would be not to love. But, if the other person will not ask 
for forgiveness or if it would not be wise to approach the other person, then transacted  
forgiveness and reconciliation can’t take place. But you are reconciled with God and able to  
forgive. Not to forgive would be to harbor bitterness.  
 Forgiveness is a conscious choice formed through knowing God’s mercy to you. It clearly 
recognizes that what happened was wrong. It makes no excuses for what happened. And then it 
lets it go.  
 Patience and forgiveness are the first two key aspects of the constructive displeasure of mer-
cy for a reason. As we respond with patience and forgiveness to wrongs we have  
experienced, we have gone a long way toward redeeming anger. But there is more — we also 
need to respond to true wrongs with charity and constructive conflict. To have a complete picture 
of what it means to become good and angry we will take a close look in the next session at how 
kindness and constructive conflict can actually go hand in hand. 
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Section Two: What is Anger?1 
Session Five: Redirected Displeasure, Part II 

 
In addition to patience and forgiveness, there are two more indispensable aspects of the  
constructive displeasure of mercy: charity and constructive conflict.  Charity moves toward the 
person who has done wrong with underserved kindness.  But there is also a place for entering 
into constructive conflict when wrongs have been done.  Mercy doesn’t stand idly by while  
others go in the wrong direction or when someone – oneself or another – is being mistreated.  
Mercy wades into difficult situations and is willing to get involved.  It’s willing to raise difficult 
issues, apply justice (when needed), and persevere to see good come out of evil.  Constructive 
conflict continues the work that patience, forgiveness, and charity have begun.  
 
Key Aspects to the Constructive Displeasure of Mercy – Charity 
 
Anger alone, whether rightly or wrongly energized, operates out of a strictly punitive sense of 
fairness and justice.  But charity looks at what happened and says, “That’s wrong,” and then it 
does the undeserved generous act of kindness.  This calls for the most difficult self-confrontation 
of all: “Love your enemies.”  Really?  That’s hard to do.  Impossible, actually.  It’s an unnatural 
act.  How can I see wrong and be wronged and yet do right? 
 
 But if God is actually merciful to you and me, His enemies … 
 And if Jesus Christ lived this out consistently in how He loved us … 
 And if this is the very Image of God that He intends to form in us … 
 And if the Holy Spirit is for real and will actually work with you and me to bring this fruit … 
 
Then it stands to reason that the Lord means it when He says, “Love your enemies” and “Be  
imitators of God, as beloved children; and walk in love, just as Christ also loved you.”  
(Luke 6:27 and Ephesians 5:1-2 NASB). 
 It is easy to glaze over when you hear, “Love your enemies, do good to those who hate you.”  
It is easy to write off Jesus, as if He must not really mean it, as if in saying this He is being a ra-
ther gentle-souled, naïve idealist.  Does Jesus’s call imply that He hopes that people can “Just be 
nicer to each other”?  Is Jesus unaware that this sounds like, “Let people walk all over you”?   
Nothing of the sort.  The love and goodness He is talking about has more grit than sweetness, 
more hard-as-nails realism than niceness.  You can’t separate what He did for us – blood, and 
sweat, and tears – from what He calls us to do.  He means what He says. 
  
 “If you love those who love you, what credit is that to you? Even sinners love those who love 
 them.  And if you do good to those who are good to you, what credit is that to you? Even  
 sinners do that.” (Luke 6:32-33) 
 
 To do good to someone who does wrong, who has hurt you or others – this is amazing.  It’s 
so much easier to give back in kind.  Charity does what the recipient doesn’t deserve.  Someone 
deserves payback because they did you or others wrong.  But you do charity. 
 The piece of folk wisdom that says, “Hate the sin, but love the sinner,” is one attempt to  
capture the constructive displeasure of mercy.  In fact, you can fiercely disagree with a person 
and actively dislike what he or she is doing – all the stuff of anger – and yet you can still do gen-
uine kindness.  Anger grips tightly a wrong, points it out, prosecutes it, punishes it.  Mercy acts 
                                                
1 This material is a slightly modified version David Powlison’s book, Good and Angry (New Growth Press, 2016). 
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generously toward a wrongdoer, rather than claiming your pound of flesh.  Anger thinks this 
way: “I’ve been wronged, so I will deal out fair and just punishment to the wrongdoer.”  But 
generosity, like patience and forgiveness is “unfair.”  You treat with purposeful kindness  
someone who treated you or others badly. 
 What does this look like?  Here are a few snapshots that give us a feel for how a charitable 
person approaches life.  Unsurprisingly, Jesus tells us that God is the first Person to Whom we 
should look. 
 
 “You have heard that it was said, ‘Love your neighbor and hate your enemy.’  But I tell you, 
 love your enemies and pray for those who persecute you, that you may be children of your 
 Father in heaven.” (Matthew 5:43-45a) 
 
That word on the street is Philosophy of Life 101 for most people.  You scratch my back, I’ll 
scratch yours.  You do me wrong; I hold a grudge or get even.  That’s the easy way – and it’s a 
recipe for disaster, estrangement, and war.  Jesus turns the tables.  Our Father doesn’t operate by 
that philosophy.  He brings up His children in a way that’s hard, but good.  It’s the path to  
reconciliation and peace.  He wants us to understand love in reality, not theory, so He gives us 
three pictures: 
 
 First, notice the weather.  “Our Father makes His sun rise on the evil and on the good, and 
 sends rain on the just and on the unjust” (Matthew 5:45).  We need sun and rain in order to 
 have food, and God doesn’t discriminate in doing basic good.  Can you do that too? 
 
 Second, notice how even bad people treat their friends right.  “If you love those who love 
 you, what reward will you get?  Are not even the tax collectors doing that?” (Matthew 5:46)  
 Can you take it a step up from bad people?  
 
 Third, notice how all people everywhere recognize a special bond between family members.  
 “If you greet only your own people, what are you doing more than others? Do not even  
 pagans do that?” (Matthew 5:47).  Can you take it a step up from the us-them loyalty that 
 comes naturally to everyone? 
 
If you are a child of our Father, then “You must be perfect as your heavenly Father is perfect” 
(Matthew 5:48).  Charity toward people who displease you is the perfect response – it’s the way 
things ought to be.  And it’s not just niceness.  It’s not just the right thing to do.  It has a bigger 
goal. 
 The second example takes us toward the goal.  In Romans 12 the Bible gives detailed  
instructions about how to think and what to do, and why to think and do those things.  It unpacks 
what it means to live “by the mercies of God” that come to us in the many gifts of Jesus Christ 
and the Holy Spirit.  From Romans 12:17-21 we learn: 
 
  Retaliatory anger comes easy.  It takes hard thought – forethought, planning, prayer – to 
 lean against what comes naturally.  Do not repay anyone evil for evil.  Be careful (take care, 
 give thought) to do what is right in the eyes of everyone (v. 17).  People know the difference.  
 We have radar for when someone adopts an attitude, or has that tone of voice, or mocks us, 
 or avoids us.  And we have radar for when someone treats us right.  But for us to do right 
 takes work. 
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  Remember, you never know how things will turn out, but you are fully responsible for 
 what you are bringing to the table.  If possible, as far as it depends on you, live at peace with 
 everyone (v. 18).  Those words set a challenging goal and embed that goal with the realism 
 that we can’t control how life plays out. 
  God gives powerful reasons for becoming peaceable rather than vengeful – a curious and 
 unexpected combination of reasons. Do not take revenge, my dear friends, but leave room for 
 God’s wrath, for it is written: “It is mine to avenge; I will repay,” says the Lord (v. 19).  
 First, trust that His just anger will destroy all evil and will right all wrongs when the time is 
 right.  If He is powerful and just, then all will turn out.  Second, beware, because if you  
 return evil for evil, you yourself are an evildoer.  If you play for the wrong team, you play 
 God, which means playing with explosives. 
  A specific kind of action is called for.  Love for someone who wrongs you does not mean 
 working up feelings of affection, attraction, and attachment.  It means a policy of doing  
 tangible good. On the contrary: “If your enemy is hungry, feed him; if he is thirsty, give him 
 something to drink.  In doing this, you will heap burning coals on his head” (v. 20)  Charity 
 is a powerful weapon – of good. 
  All these thoughts, actions, and reasons are going somewhere.  Do not be overcome by 
 evil, but overcome evil with good (v. 21).  God Himself is about the business of good  
 destroying evil.  You have the privilege of playing a small part in The Great War. 
 
The constructive displeasure of mercy calls for a kind of charity that shines very brightly in very 
dark places.  It is our privilege.  Mercies needed and received lead to having mercies to give 
away. 
 Another example comes from American history.  The genius of Abraham Lincoln’s  
leadership lay in the profoundly practical way he loved his enemies.  Doris Kearns Goodwin’s 
Team of Rivals probes this character quality.  Lincoln’s cabinet members were political rivals 
who often worked against him.  But he was spectacularly and consistently fair, generous, and 
forgiving.  He did not slam his political enemies.  He looked hard for reasons to pardon Union 
soldiers charged with desertion or dereliction of duty.  He sought merciful release for  
Confederate soldiers taken prisoner.  He sought to provide honorable citizenship to former slaves 
and to create honorable ways for former rebels to be welcomed back into the Union. 
 One of the most striking examples of Lincoln’s large-heartedness was when he decided to ap-
point Salmon Chase as Chief Justice of the Supreme Court.  Chase was extremely competent, but 
was feverishly ambitious to be president himself.  While serving as Treasury Secretary, he had 
both overtly opposed and covertly sought to undermine Lincoln.  When people reminded Lincoln 
of what Chase had done against him, Lincoln responded, “Now, I know meaner things about 
Chase than any of those men can tell me, but we have stood together in the time of trial, and I 
should despise myself if I allowed personal differences to affect my judgment of his fitness for 
the office.”  Lincoln’s personal secretary later commented, “Probably no other man than  
Lincoln would have had, in this age of the world, the degree of magnanimity to thus forgive and 
exalt a rival who had so deeply and so unjustifiably intrigued against him.” 
 True charity is magnanimous.  We don’t use that word much anymore, but it is worthy of  
reviving.  It means being large-hearted.  Refusing to be petty and sectarian.  Willing to forgive.  
Pursuing a consistent policy of generosity and kindness in dealing with fellow human beings.  
Lincoln was magnanimous – and gives clues to Someone even better at it.  We know the Lord, 
Who is all that and more: gracious, compassionate, slow to anger, steadfast, faithful and  
forgiving iniquity, transgression, and sin. 
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 Yet Lincoln was not soft.  He exercised decisive authority.  He pursued a cause, prosecuted a 
war, and was willing to fight to the finish.  And the Lord is not soft either.  He deals straight with 
people, seeking to win them to mercy, willing to lose them to their own hard-heartedness, and 
mercifully protecting His people from their hostility.  That leads us to the fourth quality that 
characterizes the constructive displeasure of mercy. 
 
Key Aspects to the Constructive Displeasure of Mercy – Constructive Conflict 
 
 Patience makes you hang in there through the process.  Forgiveness makes you let go of  
getting even or of holding on to bitterness.  Charity makes you generous to those who do not  
deserve generosity.  But these three mercies don’t make you “nice.”  They make you the right 
kind of tough, able to do the fourth mercy as needed: constructive conflict. 
 The displeasure of mercy enters forcefully into conflict in order to redeem.  There is no  
one-word summary for this most rare form of goodness.  Forthright problem-solving goes about 
seeking to right what is wrong.  Constructive anger steps into wrongs with conviction and force.  
It tackles evils head-on.  It means a willingness to start a necessary conflict in order to solve a 
real problem.  It means a willingness to go through the messy process of engaging in  
constructive conflict.  It means a willingness to pursue necessary justice – giving mercy and  
protection to victims; in effect, protecting evildoers from their own power to do wrong and  
holding out God’s mercies to those willing to reckon with what they have done.  You raise the 
problem that wrong creates.  Do that in the right kind of way, and you create the right kind of 
trouble. 
 Mercy is not a free pass.  It is an invitation to turn and repent.  It is not inconsistent with  
facing consequences.  Innumerable felons have experienced the combination of paying for their 
crimes and being forgiven by the blood of the Lamb, coming to life-changing faith while in 
prison.  The repentant thief crucified next to Jesus entered into eternal life in the hours before he 
died, and then entered the paradise of God’s presence. 
 God consistently reveals Who He is in the inconceivably wonderful dance of mercy and  
justice.  Perhaps the most vivid expression of the moral richness of His mercies appears when He 
showed Himself to Moses on Mount Sinai.  He approaches us with mercy upon mercy, inviting 
our faith. 
  
 “I will cause all my goodness to pass in front of you, and I will  proclaim my name, the Lord, 
 in your presence. I will have  mercy on whom I will have mercy, and I will have compassion 
 on whom I will have compassion … The Lord, the Lord, the compassionate and gracious 
 God, slow to anger, abounding in love and faithfulness, maintaining love to thousands, and 
 for giving wickedness, rebellion and sin …” (Exodus 33:19; 34:6-7) 
 
People who go wrong are invited into His life-giving goodness.  But He is not indifferent to  
unacknowledged and unrepentant wrong.  So the sentence continues: 
 
 Yet he does not leave the guilty unpunished. 
 
This can perplex us.  Is God patient, or is He impatient?  Does God forgive, or is He  
unforgiving?  Does He show love, or does He not show love?  He shows the constructive  
displeasure of mercy … and that creates a conflict with our sins.  His mercy is not niceness.  His 
mercy is not blanket acceptance of any and all.  Mercy to us cost Him – the blood of the Lamb.  
And mercy comes to us at the cost of our sin and pride.  His kindness is an open invitation to turn 
to Him in repentance and faith, and come to Him in our need for mercies freely offered, and our 
trust in mercies freely given.  But a hard, impenitent heart rejects the offer, goes its own way, 
and will experience the fair consequences. 
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 To what extent does our mercy mirror this?  What we do is infinitely smaller in scale, but 
like in kind.  In last week’s session, in discussing forgiveness, we used the metaphor of the  
night-light.  God’s mercies are the blazing sun; ours is a flickering three-watt night-light.  But 
light is light.  So we orient ourselves to the realities of God’s nature.  There is a carefully defined 
place for candor, conflict, and consequences – for a just indignation in the service of mercy. 
 The technical term for all this is redemption.  Jesus was a redemptive Troublemaker.  Truth is 
always a troublemaker.  It shakes up the wrong in what is happening.  To actually make peace, 
where open wrong, hostility, and destruction now operate, is the hardest and best work in the 
world.  It involves saying true words that some people might not like to hear: “That’s wrong.  
Let’s solve it.”  It involves confronting evils, rescuing victims, calling wrongdoers to  
accountability: “You can’t treat people that way.”  It involves anger on behalf of victims and to 
the face of victimizers.  But such merciful anger always maintains its sense of proportion, its  
perspective, and it constructive purpose. 
 The process of problem-solving, of peacemaking – of making right what is wrong – is often 
long and hard.  It takes honesty.  It’s almost always complicated and uncomfortable.  You’ll need 
patience yet again.  You’ll need to forgive again.  You’ll need more charity.  You’ll need to 
check your attitudes, words, and actions.  You’ll need the Holy Spirit to mediate the mercy and 
strength of Christ in order for you to do it in some semblance of the right way.  You will often 
need forgiveness yourself as you stumble in your peacemaking.  When you fail to be merciful as 
your Father in heaven has been merciful to you in Christ, you will have to call out for mercy 
from above.  And yet you’ll continue to pursue the constructive conflict with darkness because 
that is the way redemption is accomplished. 
 Think about two wildly different ways of expressing displeasure with what is happening.  
Here are two lists of energetic ways of speaking up to wrong: 
 
        List 1      List 2 
 
        rebuke      attack 
        reprove      criticize 
        admonish     accuse 
        exhort      moralize 
        confront     condemn 
        judge fairly    be judgmental 
        warn      threaten 
        talk directly    talk aggressively  
        righteous     self-righteous 
        indignation    hostility 
 
Do these lists sound rather similar?  How are they alike?  How are they different? 
 In fact, they are as different as Heaven and Hell.  List 1 gives voice to goodness and love 
when we are concerned to address and redress a real problem.  List 2 gives voice to evil and hate 
in the act of condemning.  But, unfortunately for the clarity of our mind and emotions, both lists 
tend to call up the same connotations.  When people say they “rebuke,” they most often attack.  
When they “confront,” they most often condemn.  When they “judge,” they most often are  
judgmental.  Both lists sound aggressive, as if both lists express different ways of “getting it off 
my chest” and “letting you have it.” 
 It’s true that both lists have something wrong in view.  And both lists can express the  
emotion of anger.  In other words, they are both on the spectrum of displeasure toward whatever 
is going on.  But the motivation, the intentions, and the way of coming across are opposite.  
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When List 1 is done right, you act in the image of Jesus.  You work to redeem.  When you do 
List 2, you act out in the image of Satan.  You murder verbally. 
 List 2 words are innately destructive.  These are ways to attack people, not problems.  They 
“take out the speck in your brother’s eye” by swinging a 2 x 4 at his face.  They are harmful, not 
helpful, in addressing problems.  They are hostile, unkind acts.  When you are judgmental, you 
will find that other people, without fail, react to you with fight, fright, or flight.  The war  
continues. 
 List 1 words intend to capture something utterly constructive and life-giving.  These are ways 
of expressing firm, candid live.  Indignation, for example, is a just and energetic response to 
something mean, evil, unjust, plain wrong.  For you to do the difficult kinds of wisdom  
expressed in List 1, you must care enough to tackle a real problem directly.  You must aim with 
all your heart for a constructive solution.  If you are lovingly direct, you will find that other  
people sometimes (and amazingly) respond extremely well. (Not always; there are no guarantees 
in interpersonal relationships.)  You are an agent of peacemaking in a world at war. 
 It’s one thing to describe this most rare and wonderful form of anger, but you’ve got to see it 
to believe it.  As you start to do it, even haltingly, you will become convinced that this is the way 
of life and love in a world of wrongs.  
 
The Constructive Displeasure of Mercy in Action 
 
 Winston Churchill’s memoirs of World War II contain a fascinating portrayal of how the 
constructive displeasure of mercy operates, culminating in his willingness to get angry and  
engage in constructive conflict.  As prime minister of England, Churchill had to work closely 
with the USSR’s Josef Stalin in alliance against Adolf Hitler.  He found Stalin to be “surly, 
snarling, grasping, ungrateful, suspicious, bullying, accusatory, and manipulative.”  During the 
years from 1939 to 1941, Stalin had shown himself “utterly indifferent to our fate.”  He not only 
joined Hitler in plundering Eastern Europe, but he generously supplied the Nazis with oil, iron, 
tin, and grain to assist in their war effort against England.  But in 1941 Hitler betrayed him and 
invaded Russia, leading to the largest, bloodiest battles in the history of the human race. 
 So Stalin and Churchill became odd allies.  England immediately and consistently poured 
massive relief aid and war materials into Russia.  But Stalin’s response was demanding and  
suspicious, rarely grateful, never trusting.  He frequently blamed England for Russia’s troubles.  
In responding to Stalin, Churchill was unfailingly patient, forgiving, and generous – as a matter 
of policy, not pleasure!  He repeatedly displayed those first three attributes of mercy’s  
constructive displeasure.  He kept in view the larger purpose of their alliance.  Churchill  
consistently bore with the unpleasantness of his ally rather than taking offense and cutting him 
off. 
 But such love is not sentimental or nice.  It is not blind to real wrongs.  On one occasion the 
Soviet ambassador met with Churchill in London. 
 
 The Ambassador emphasized the extreme gravity of the crisis on the Russian front in  
 poignant terms which commanded my sympathy.  But when presently I sensed an underlying 
 air of menace in his appeal, I was angered.  I said to the Ambassador, “Remember that only 
 four months ago we in this Island did not know whether you were not coming in against us 
 on the German side.  Whatever happens, and whatever you do, you of all people have no 
 right to make reproaches to us.” 
 
Notice the bluntly appropriate, “I was angered.”  Notice that he minced no words in confronting 
the problem.   
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 Churchill’s expression of just anger did not rupture or even threaten his relationship with the 
Soviets.  England continued to work patiently and generously with the Soviets, as a matter of 
policy.  Stalin’s menace and manipulation threatened the relationship.  Churchill’s constructive 
anger worked to strengthen the relationship.  He voiced sharp displeasure because he valued  
alliance, and in order to build a better working partnership, with the purpose of destroying the 
Nazis.  It did not contradict his consistently constructive attitude – it was part of it.  He called 
wrong “wrong,” with some force and fire.  Constructive ends mastered and directed his anger at 
wrong.  And it is not surprising that constructive ends were achieved.  The ambassador changed 
his tone, as did Stalin himself in a similar incident a year later. 
 Churchill stood up to a bully without becoming one, and Stalin respected that.  Constructive 
conflict is part of the redemption of a bad situation.  It is the only merciful alternative to giving 
up in exhaustion, disgust, or fear.  It’s the truly merciful alternative to papering problems over 
with mere politeness.  It’s not out to destroy (like raw anger); it’s out to make something good 
out of something bad. 
 So even anger can express the true kindness that comes through patience, forgiveness, and 
generosity.  You care enough to care about solving something wrong.  It’s what good parents and 
teachers keep doing with troubled and troublesome kids.  It’s what good employers, pastors, 
counselors, social workers, spouses, and friends keep doing.  
 There are many unsung heroes who exemplify this redemptive tough love.  For example, a 
mother and father whose teenager is throwing his life into the vortex of drug abuse, promiscuity, 
rage, deceit, and self-destruction.  That child’s life is going seriously wrong.  He tries to bully his 
parents to manipulate them.  Most parents in this situation are mastered by their rage, fear,  
despair, confusion, and self-righteousness.  Out-of-control kids often provoke out-of-control  
parents, and vice versa.  But these two parents have been fundamentally mastered by God and 
His sort or mercy.  Neither of them is a perfect person.  But they fight against their tendencies to 
raw anger, anxiety, discouragement, confusion, or self-righteousness.  They admit their faults, 
even while grieving over and addressing their child’s self-destructive ways.  They don’t always 
know what to do.  But on the overall balance sheet, they simultaneously exhibit patience,  
forgiveness, charity, and the firm clarity of appropriate consequences as they seek to bring  
constructive truth into a very difficult situation.  
 Or consider wives and husbands who have redemptively confronted spouses who were  
deceitful, domineering, hostile, or immoral.  Or friends who’ve redemptively taken on a longtime 
friend who was acting destructively.  All of these people could have given fair and just reasons 
for giving in to disgust and wrath, seemingly good reasons for giving up.  But all these people 
showed the constructive displeasure of mercy.  They treated the wrongdoer unfairly, like the vast 
and generous unfairness of the God Who had love them, Who “does not treat us as our sins  
deserve” (Psalm 103:10).  
 The constructive displeasure of mercy is about real life, not some spiritual sphere of life.  It’s 
about both public and private actions, not just some self-improvement project to solve a few  
personal problems.  In the best sense of the word, it’s a matter of “policy” – a committed stance 
and course of action.  It is God’s “policy” toward us.  Our Father loves His beloved children who 
were formerly His enemies.  He intends that it become our policy toward others. 
 
Conclusion: Reverse Gear, Neutral, Forward … and Vertical? 
 
Indifference and delight are the obvious opposites to the displeasure of most anger.  Our usual 
responses are either “I don’t like that,” “I don’t care,” or “I like that.”  These three responses 
come naturally.  We might liken this to a car with reverse, neutral, and forward gears.   
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But we have been considering a whole new spectrum of responses – the wild, complex music of 
merciful displeasure. 
 The hardest, best response is this odd fourth gear – “I don’t like that; I care; and I will act in 
constructive love.”  Maybe we should call this gear “vertical”!  To shift into vertical reaches 
higher and cuts deeper.  It’s a whole different way of reversing the tide of something wrong.  It 
woos us and challenges us … to grow up.  It has the ring of what a human being is meant to be. 
 Why does this description of mercy seem so intuitively right?  Even if you rarely (or never!) 
act this way, even if most humans only choose from three gears, this vertical gear makes  
profound good sense.  Why does it inspire something in us to know that our capacity for anger at 
wrong might take the form of such mercies?  It is because we are wired to understand the image 
of God as something even deeper than the sense of justice.  Justice and mercy meet.  The  
constructive force of love harnesses the destructive force of displeasure, and puts displeasure to 
work as a form of love.  It’s almost too good to be true – but it makes perfect sense. 
 These last two sessions have drawn a portrait.  It’s not a “religious” portrait.  It’s a portrait of 
the truly human.  We haven’t been talking about some plaster saint or haloed icon serene above 
the fray and fret of human troubles.  This isn’t someone who wears weird clothes and talks 
funny.   
 This fourth gear is exactly how the Bible portrays Jesus in action.  With a world of wrongs in 
His face, He’s patient.  He forgives, at great personal cost.  He goes about the business of  
practical generosity, touching the exact points of human need.  And He profoundly confronts 
people: “Who are you living for?  How are you living?  Who do you say that I am?”  Then in 
mercy He bears the very anger that our bad answers deserve. 
 Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John never portray Jesus as some static ideal of remote, humanoid 
perfection.  He is not a calm, cool, and collected Hindu guru or cognitive therapist offering to 
help you become more serene.  The Jesus on their pages takes on people – people like you and 
me, people who refuse to shift into fourth vertical gear – with His own constructive displeasure 
of mercy.  He said, “Come and learn from me” (Matthew 11:29) because the thing He was best at 
is the thing we find hardest to do. 
 It is grasped only by revelation, and received as a gift.  The constructive displeasure of mercy 
means the redemption of the world.  It is the glory of God and the love of God.  It is God  
reforming you into His image. 
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Section Three: Good Anger1 
Session Six: The Best Anger, The Best Love 

 
Let’s take the next step. Let’s dig into the good reasons to become good and angry. Where can 
we find an excellent example? Winston Churchill gave us a glimpse, but on the larger scale 
Churchill’s ego made him far from a role model for all godly attributes! Abraham Lincoln also 
gave us a glimpse, but his uncertain appreciation for Jesus Christ makes his example less than 
complete as well. Where can we find someone who is completely honest about anger, and that 
anger operates as a good? Let’s start in an unusual place — but one that makes perfect sense 
when you think about it.  
 
The “Wrath of God”  
 
 All through the Bible we witness the nasty effects of grumbling, hostility, and conflict. But 
alongside and intersecting that sinful anger, the Bible captures an entirely different picture of  
anger in action. No other biography or autobiography gives so much detail about how good and 
justified anger works. It’s candid. But it is admirable and appropriate, not embarrassing or  
overblown. Jesus said, in his matter-of-fact way, “There is only one who is good” —  the God 
portrayed in the Hebrew Bible. Every other character in Scripture has feet of clay. Moses lost his 
temper. David was coldly vindictive to a man who did him no wrong. Jesus’s disciples argued 
with each other about who was the greatest.  
 The only One Who is good also happens to be the best-known angry person in all history and 
literature! No other person in history has ever allowed his or her anger to be so carefully detailed 
and held up for public inspection. No book ever written tells so much about one person’s  
Anger — and portrays it as essentially and coherently good. Never capricious. Never irritable. 
Never selfish. The Hebrew Bible and the New Testament that consistently builds upon it offer an 
extended, coherent case study. Among other things, it’s a case study in the inner workings and 
the outworking of healthy anger.  
 Put aside whatever you think the “wrath of God” is all about. Come look at how it’s actually 
described. Climb inside it. You’ll find it very surprising. We’ve all had the experience of our 
stereotypes being turned upside-down by firsthand experience. You’ll find it very illuminating, 
perhaps wondrous, sometimes disturbing, always challenging — but in a way that makes great 
good sense.  
 Whatever you currently think about God, come and take a close look at the most famous  
angry person in history. You will discover that there is no one whose anger is so like your own 
and yet so refreshingly different. Remember that we were made in His image, with the potential 
for holy indignation at evil. And however twisted and upside-down our anger has become, the 
Lord lovingly intends to remake us into that very image. The remaking is actually far richer and 
more complex than the original making.  
 Our re-creation is not simply as a pristine potential. What emerges — slowly and  
Imperfectly — is seasoned and deepened by life experience. We learn the image of Christ out of 
the wreckage of our firsthand participation in evil. We grow in his image as our salvation in 
Christ gradually unfolds, as He gradually works out what He has begun. We learn in the midst of 
a continual baptism by fire — being called to live out that image in a world of wrongs, as Christ 
Himself did.  

                                                
1 This material is a slightly modified version David Powlison’s book, Good and Angry (New Growth Press, 2016). 
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 We can learn a great deal about ourselves and others by slowing down and taking an actual 
look at this thing termed the “wrath of God.” It’s the clearest example of how to get good and 
angry — and be patient, merciful, and generous at the same time. You will have to discard  
prejudices and preconceptions. Many people, whether religious or irreligious, envision the God 
of the Bible as ill-tempered, exacting, and capricious — rather like us at our worst. Particularly 
in His Old Testament incarnation, He’s supposedly a looming storm cloud of petty, harsh,  
vengeful wrath.  
 But it’s not clear what “Scripture” such folk have been reading. The god they describe 
sounds uncannily like us when anger goes sour: demanding, arbitrary, irritable, and judgmental. 
It sounds nothing like the person actually portrayed in the Bible.  
 Jesus is portrayed as the explicit image of the God of the Old Testament. He is the “I AM” 
come in the flesh — generous mercies and just angers perfectly joined. He is the most admired 
person in human history, for good reason. Jesus gets just as angry as the God Whose character 
He expresses. And Jesus is the archetype of courageous, self-giving, tender love. When you  
consider how God describes Himself in relationship to anger, you will see why Jesus’s approach 
to anger is so much different than what comes naturally to us.   
 
God is Slow to Anger and Quick to Show Mercy 
 
 Consider this example first. The Lord is gracious and merciful, slow to anger and abounding 
in steadfast love. The Lord is good to all, and his mercy is over all that he has made  
(Psalm 145:8–9). Notice, in particular, the description “slow to anger.” It doesn’t mean He’s so 
easygoing or indifferent that He never gets upset. That same psalm says “all the wicked He will 
destroy” (v. 20). But God’s anger follows a certain pattern. It is embedded in tangible goodness 
and mercy. It arises slowly, and when it arises it is actually an aspect of His moral goodness. He 
attacks only what is truly evil. He does great good to all (Matthew 5:45). And only after the  
insult of endless ingratitude and life-defining rebellion does He cut off evil. The Greek word for 
patience literally says that God is “long-tempered.” It’s just the opposite of someone with a short 
fuse. God is patient in that He continues to actively treat people well, even when they are  
offensive and ungrateful. God does get angry, but it’s the opposite of spiteful and irascible. 
 Consider that one of the prophets actually got mad at God because God was too patient for 
his taste and preferences. Jonah said, “I knew it! I ran away from you because I know you are so 
slow to anger. If I warned the Ninevites to straighten up, I knew you’d let them off the hook. I 
want you to destroy my enemies — not show compassion” (Jonah 4: 1–3, paraphrased). God  
responded by dealing gently (and pointedly) with Jonah’s anger, in one of the most comic scenes 
of the entire Bible. He lets Jonah get mad about a shade bush that wilts, then says, “You care 
when a plant dies, because it inconveniences you. Shouldn’t I care if people die?”  
(Jonah 4:10–11, paraphrased). God gets angry — at Jonah, at Nineveh. But God is slow to anger 
and quick to show mercy.  
 Jesus makes the same point in the New Testament, putting a further twist to it: “Love your 
enemies . . . and you will be sons of the Most High; for He Himself is kind to ungrateful and evil 
men. Be merciful, just as your Father is merciful” (Luke 6:35–36 NASB). To become slow to 
anger is to become like God. It is a quality that frequently describes God and frequently  
describes what we are meant to be.  
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God’s Anger is Fair-Minded 
 
 We’ve seen how anger intrinsically makes a moral statement. It is about right and wrong. It is 
about fairness. God is slow to anger, patient, and generous. But He also gets angry — really  
angry. At the same time, He is always fair. He is fiercely fair-minded.  
 In God, wrath and fury don’t describe a mere irritable mood or a momentary tantrum. They 
express God’s wholehearted decision to destroy things He finds utterly despicable. There’s no 
contradiction at all between slowness to anger and fierce indignation. In fact, it’s because God 
loves so intensely that He must get angry. “That matters . . . and it’s wrong!” Without such  
anger, so-called love would be a bland, detached tolerance. If He’s going to get up close and deal 
personally in a world that has a lot of wrong in it, then He must get angry. God is angry at those 
who victimize and oppress others. He defends the victim. He must stand up for the weak and 
powerless. He considers wrongs done and takes them in hand (Psalm 10:14). His anger rights 
wrongs and overturns injustices.  
 It’s the same in both the Old and the New Testaments. Jesus (“gentle Jesus meek and mild”?) 
blazes with anger both before and after He tells us to be as loving and tender as God is with the 
people who make us mad! He says, “Woe to you, woe to you, woe to you. If you condemn  
others, God will condemn you. If you don’t listen to what I’m saying, you will be destroyed!” 
(Luke 6:24–26, 37, 49 paraphrased).  
 There are passages in the Bible where heat blisters the page. But it’s never irascible. 
Churches that talk about God’s wrath usually portray it only as threatening. Churches that  
criticize those churches don’t offer a corrective view of wrath, but simply eliminate God’s anger 
as unfitting. But rarely are the beauty, internal logic, and necessity of God’s wrath  
communicated. Here’s one particularly sizzling example: The anger of the Lord burned against 
that land, to bring upon it every curse which is written in this book; and the Lord uprooted them 
from their land in anger and in fury and in great wrath, and cast them into another land  
(Deuteronomy 29:27–28 NASB). Moses uses up just about all the synonyms. What can we learn 
by studying such concentrated outrage?  
 Don’t let any preconceptions you have about “the wrath of God” keep you from stopping to 
examine the inner logic of how God’s anger works. His anger always arises for a good reason. 
It’s never a fit or spasm or bad hair day. It’s never brooding hostility just waiting to explode on 
some innocent, well-meaning bystander who happened to get caught in the cross fire. The causes 
are clearly identified and they make perfect sense when you stop, listen, and think about it.  
 In the passage just mentioned, astute observers are witnessing the impact of God’s anger at 
work. It’s as if they are walking through the rubble of a Nazi munitions factory in June 1945. 
The Allies bombed this building for some good reason. The people ask the logical question, 
“Why did the Lord do this to them? Why this great outburst of anger?” (Deuteronomy 29:24, 
paraphrased). They didn’t deny God’s evident anger. But they were curious about the reasons.  
 The answer came simple and clear: These people betrayed me. I loved them, but they proved 
to be traitors (vv. 25–26, paraphrased). That makes sense. It’s not irritation or nit-picking to be 
upset at treason. People who have every reason to be loyal, thankful friends instead betray Him. 
And their betrayal of God led them to betray others. God haters become people haters who abuse 
and destroy others.   
 This instinctively makes sense to each of us. As you grasp it, “the wrath of God” seems not 
only logical, but right. You’ll become clearer in thinking about your own anger too. If he’s good, 
how could God not get angry at things that are plain wrong? Consider the following examples of 
things that elicit righteous anger, in order to get a feeling for the inner logic of God’s anger. It 
will help you understand your own anger at its best. It will shed more light on where your anger 
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goes bad. It will point in the direction of remaking your experience and expression of anger for 
the good.   
 

•  Betrayal and treason 
•  Lies, gross misrepresentation of another, character defamation 
•  Hypocrisy 
•  Laziness, workaholism, or a harsh taskmaster 
•  Stubbornness, rebellion, and back talk 
•  Murder and physical abuse 
•  Sexual betrayal or abuse 
•  Cheating and stealing 
•  Slander and gossip 
•  Entitlement and greed 

 
Even people who claim that there are no moral absolutes tend to get distressed by such evils. 
 Now take another look at that list. Have you ever seen a list like that before? If they sound 
vaguely familiar, it’s because they precisely mirror the Ten Commandments God gave us in the 
Bible.  
 
 1.  You shall have no other gods except the true God — don’t betray Him.  
 2.  Don’t worship lies and self-serving fictions. No idolatrous substitutes for the real thing.  
 3.  You shall not take the Lord’s name in vain, mouthing God-talk while living a life of  
  pretense and contradiction. (That’s actually the core meaning of this commandment;  
  profanity and cursing are secondary applications) 
 4.  Your life needs a rhythm of hard work and true rest to evidence trust in God as your  
  Provider and to bring joy to the weary.  
 5.  Honor your father and mother, rather than rebelling against them.  
 6.  Don’t murder or do any other harm to another or express unjust and damning anger.  
 7.  No immorality of any sort. Your sexual ethic should protect others rather than use them. 
 8.  Don’t steal in any way, shape, or form.   
 9.  Don’t lie or speak evil of others, bearing false witness.  
 10. Don’t organize your life around “I want, I want, I want.”  
 
 These things that arouse anger in anyone with a conscience are simply the familiar Ten 
Commandments, paraphrased a bit, and adapted to our everyday experiences. When your anger 
is justly aroused, it operates along the lines of the Ten Commandments. Like God, you are  
displeased at betrayals of love. Selfishness, backstabbing, hypocrisy — all those things that  
anger you anger God as well. More to the point, the reason these things anger you is because 
they anger God. He describes us as “made in his image.” We are hardwired morally to know that 
some things are plain wrong and need to be dealt with.  
 You actually work the way that God says you work. You have the capacity for just outrage 
because he does. Notice, God’s anger is not unpredictable and mean-spirited. Far from being a 
contradiction to love, God’s anger comes from love. It’s the product of love betrayed (when He’s 
the one being done dirty) and of compassion for the victims of injustice (when others are the 
ones being hurt).  
 Not only did God publish this list in the Ten Commandments and not only do violations of 
these things occasion your actual real-life anger, but, it’s no accident that these things also form 
the explicit or implicit basis of our laws protecting persons, property, and reputation. Theft,  
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murder, defamation of character, reckless endangerment, pedophilia, terrorism, treason, and the 
like not only call forth personal anger, they call for criminal proceedings.  
 This points us to something else very important to understand about God’s anger, something 
that also illuminates your own anger. To betray God and to do what harms other people is to 
break God’s commandments. Perhaps you are familiar with what Jesus called the two greatest 
commandments, on which everything else hinges (Luke 10:27): 
 

•  You shall love the Lord your God with all your heart, soul, strength, and mind. 
•  You shall love your neighbor as yourself  

 Why does God say this? “Because I have loved you, you are made to love Me. Because I 
have made you in My image, you are made to love other people. If you don’t love Me or others, 
you betray a relationship.” 
 What is the technical word that describes wronging God and others by being unloving? Sin. 
The word means something that wrongs a relationship. It’s different from mistake or error or 
failing. It describes a relational betrayal, not just a personal failing. Sin means to wrong God by 
betraying love for Him. Sin means to wrong other people by violating love for them. 
 The things that naturally most outrage you, those things that most universally upset human 
beings everywhere, are the very things that the Bible labels “sin.” We aren’t often taught that 
“sin” is what you ought to get upset about – what you often hate automatically – because it’s 
what God always gets upset about. You can see how far we’ve come from the bizarre notion of a 
prying, tyrannical God Who requires us to give up all freedom and submit to His every whim, 
Who fills us with guilt for no good reason and then punishes us mercilessly. 
 The God portrayed in the Bible is no killjoy. Love makes joy. But He is rightly hostile to 
evils because true wrongs hurt people and kill joy. The real God only asks us to give up acting 
like a traitor toward Him and hurting people. His desire is simply that we would love well  
instead of lie, hurt, and destroy. God’s anger (mirrored by your anger, when it functions  
accurately and constructively) is aroused toward only one thing: what is objectively, truly, and 
always wrong. In other words, sin. 
 God is slow to anger and full of undeserved kindnesses. He is like a parent who hangs in 
there, persistently loving a wayward child. He gets angry – really angry – at true evils. He shows 
further, spectacular kindnesses to people willing to deal with what’s wrong. 
 In this session we’ve seen two of the most unpopular and misunderstood concepts in our 
world: the wrath of God and sin. Hopefully these words can begin to serve you in fresh ways. 
They are extremely important things. When these concepts are unfairly portrayed, they don’t 
serve you well. But when you understand them truly, they open doors to sanity. You can never 
really understand yourself (or God, or other people) unless you understand both sin and the wrath 
of God. They are intrinsic to your humanity and to what plays out on the stage of reality. 
 
God Shows His Love for His People Through Four Expressions of His Anger 
 
 Many people view God as infinitely malleable, someone/something to whom each of us is 
free to attach our own opinions, as if God’s character were decided from the bottom up. But God 
is portrayed in the Bible as a Person. He expresses all the characteristics of personality. He  
notices people and evaluates what He sees. He plans and acts purposefully. He feels, thinks,  
relates, and remembers. At every turn, this Person reveals His likes and dislikes – or better His 
loves and hates. Those words capture how intensely His pleasure and displeasure operate. 
 This God inspired songs of love and lament. He said that people can actually know Him. And 
He sent His one and only Son, Jesus, so that we could see exactly how God in the flesh uses  
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anger. Jesus did not live a calm life. He cared too much. Yet He was not a tense Person. He was 
not irritable, anxious, or driven. But He was not detached, cool, or aloof, either. He was no stoic 
or Buddhist. He plunged into the storms of human sufferings and sins. He felt keenly. At His 
friend Lazarus’s tomb, in the presence of death and human woe, He both bristled with anger and 
wept with sorrow. 
 In the life, death, and resurrection of Jesus we learn a surprising truth about God’s anger: 
God’s anger is spectacularly unfair. We usually call something “unfair” when we feel that we got 
a raw deal, that we got cheated out of something we deserve in all fairness. But what about when 
we get better than we deserve? It’s a reverse “unfairness,” a generosity that goes far beyond what 
would be fair. And, strangely enough, we find that hard to live with too. 
 To illustrate this principle, Jesus tells a story about a boss who hires people at different times 
during the day, right up to the last minute, the proverbial “eleventh hour” (a phrase that comes 
from this story). When it came time for the workers to receive their pay, those who came at the 
beginning of the day were astonished to discover that the latecomers got paid as much as they 
did. They went to the boss aggrieved, and he met their complaints with questions that made their 
pettiness apparent: “Did I not pay you what I agreed to pay you? Why, then, do you complain?” 
(Matthew 20:13-16 paraphrased) 
 As much as we need it ourselves, grace can be a hard thing to swallow when it is extended to 
someone else. Can you relate to the all-day workers’ distress? The anger that we feel - or would 
feel in their situation – should remind us that our anger is not as pure as God’s anger. It reminds 
us how much we need grace that we sometimes begrudge others. 
 The parable of the workers shows how hard it is for us to reconcile anger (which is so often 
fueled by self-righteousness) and love (which rejoices in another’s good). That makes it hard for 
us to understand that God’s anger and love are entirely consistent with each other. They are  
different expressions of His goodness and glory. As B. B. Warfield put it, “Jesus burned with 
anger against the wrongs he met within His journey through human life, as truly as He melted 
with pity at the sight of the world’s misery: and it was out of these two emotions that His actual 
mercy proceeded.” You can’t understand God’s love if you don’t understand His anger. Because 
He loves, He’s angry at anything that harms those He loves. 
 Notice the way God’s children experience His anger. His anger is expressed on their behalf 
as supremely tender love! As we will see, the Bible is consistent about this truth. Yet anger by 
definition sets itself against things, with intent to destroy. So how can God’s wrath become 
something God’s children love and trust rather than something they fear and dislike? How is 
God’s anger an expression of Him being for us, rather than an expression of Him being against 
us? The Good News is always presented in terms of how love and anger come to be resolved. 
God shows His love for His people through four expressions of His anger. 
  
First, in love, the anger that your sin deserves fell on Jesus, not on you.  
 
 
 
Second, in love, God’s anger works to disarm the power of your sin. 
 
 
 
Third, God’s anger will deliver you from the pain of other people’s sins. 
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Fourth, God’s anger serves as a warning and check to protect us from returning to a lifestyle of 
sin. 
 
 
 
These Realities Nourish Our Hearts 
 
 Our Father knows us. Each of these four aspects of God’s anger is constrained by mercy to 
comfort a different aspect of our human struggle. 
 When your heart becomes fearful, and you wonder how God could ever love you, remember. 
Jesus took your sins upon Himself. When God considers your sins, He remembers His mercy. 
 When you feel discouraged and weak, that you have no strength to fight all that is proud,  
unruly, and forgetful inside you, remember. The Holy Spirit hates evil, loves good, and He will 
not quit working on the inside. He will complete the good work He began in you. 
 When you feel overwhelmed by all the heartache, unfairness, disappointment, callousness, 
and betrayal that you experience, remember. The Lord will destroy every cause of pain,  
stumbling, and tears. Because God loves those He has befriended, He will defend them from 
every enemy: death, sin, Satan, and unfriendly people.  
 When you are tempted to pack it in and give up, plunging back into the darkness, remember. 
The Lord is a holy fire, and He disciplines those He loves that we might share His holiness. The 
righteous fall seven times and rises again (Proverbs 24:16)  He will not let you go fatally astray. 
 God’s wrath is your hope. God’s wrath is my hope. We don’t often hear that, but it appears 
everywhere in the Bible. Wrath is our hope because love masters anger. God’s loving anger  
resolves the entire problem of evil in a way that brings Him inexpressible glory and brings us 
inexpressible blessing. The God Who is love justly condemns evil, severs the power of remnant 
evil, brings relief from suffering, and protects us from ourselves. 
 Even though God’s wrath is the hope of His children and the despair of His enemies, it is 
also true that those enemies who turn and believe the staggering message of how wrath is  
converted into grace through Jesus Christ are changed into friends. The truth is that you can’t 
understand God’s love if you don’t understand His anger. This is the message of the Book of 
Psalms, that royal road into the heart of redeemed humankind, with its otherwise inexplicable 
interweaving of joy and sorrow, hope and anguish, confidence and fear, contentment and anger. 
Oh the depth of the riches both of the wisdom and knowledge of God! How unsearchable are His 
judgments and unfathomable His ways! … To Him be the glory forever. Amen (Romans 11:33, 36). 
 It is this God that we were created to be like. We are made in His image. That’s why we have 
the capacity for moral judgment. We are made to be aroused to anger and to constructive action 
in the presence of moral evil. That’s what God is like. 
 But we have fallen into sin. That’s why our anger gets so messed up, so twisted, perverted, 
and misused. We play at being God and try to run the world, punishing evildoers on our own 
terms. We get mad at things that aren’t evil (it’s just that our almighty will was crossed). Then 
we ignore things that are really evil – our own temper and bitterness, for starters – remaining  
indifferent to suffering and oppression. Finally, when we do manage to get angry at a real evil, 
we blow it so out of proportion that we “return evil for evil.”  We become like the things we 
criticize so that even anger legitimately aroused gets expressed destructively. 
 That’s not the end of the story, though.  You and I are redeemable. By the grace of God we 
are utterly redeemable. Whatever is perverse and insulting to God, worthy of His anger, can be 
forgiven and changed. Our evaluative capacity – the conscience – can be rewired. We can and 
will learn to perceive good and evil in a different way, the way things really are. This restores us 
gradually to sanity, to the image of Christ. 
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 Our responses can be changed. Hair-trigger irascibility becomes slow-to-anger. Hostility 
turns to active love for enemies. Long-standing bitterness softens into the ability to forgive our 
debtors. The God Who is totally for us and Who loves us too much to leave us in our sin – the 
all-powerful God of the universe – is in the business of the long, slow fixing. He is at work  
transforming His children so that our anger will be reflected in loving action.  How does that 
happen?  That’s the topic we’ll begin considering next week. 
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Section Four: How to Change1 
Session Seven: Seeing Your Anger and Need 

 
 You have probably had the experience of getting disoriented when trying to find your way in 
a strange city. You miss a turn and find yourself completely lost. It’s easier now with a GPS in 
your hand or car, but even that can send you down the wrong road. Compare that experience 
with missing a turn driving in your own neighborhood. When you are oriented it’s easy to double 
back. You can even take a route you’ve never driven before. When you basically know where 
you are and the direction you want to head, you come out OK. But when you’re disoriented, you 
don’t know left or right, backward or forward, which way to turn. 
 When we get angry, our experience can resemble being lost in a strange neighborhood. We 
get disoriented by our experience of anger. But the difference is that we don’t usually realize 
how lost we are. When we’re self-righteous, we feel oriented, even when we’re completely lost. 
When we play the terrorist or vigilante, the betrayed lover to get even or the kid throwing a  
tantrum, we feel like we have a clear idea of what happened and what needs to be done now. But 
we’re deluded. Anger deludes all of us. It is a brief (or lifelong) madness. 
 Our bad anger shouts out, “My kingdom come! My will be done! Judgment and wrath upon 
all who transgress against Me!” How does such madness become sane? How do you change 
something so deep-seated? How can something so hot-headed, so consuming, so willful be  
softened? How can something so instinctual, habitual, and automatic ever change? How can we 
be turned upside-down and become right-side up? How can this inflated sense of self ever shrink, 
becoming the true size of a human being? We must be reoriented. 
 To be made new means dying to what is old … to be made new means awakening to new 
life. We might say it this way: you and I must become Christians with respect to our angers. We 
must learn to stop complaining, criticizing, arguing, and being bitter and hostile. To do that we 
need the mercies of Christ – and Christ freely gives Himself to the needy. Because of our  
tendency to flip out and revert to old ways, we need to enter lifelong rehab. The Christian life 
begins with an awakening and continues with a reorientation process. It presses forward until 
you see Jesus face-to-face. We are in process. 
 Many people have relearned to do anger and had their anger significantly transformed. Each 
of them bears witness to the active hand of God. It takes grace. And each of them bears witness 
to the diligence of humility. It takes grit. You must honestly and patiently wrestle with yourself. 
You must consciously choose to become a different kind of person. You must work it out over a 
lifetime. None of us will be perfect in this life. But each of us can grow. Any headway you make 
in the reorientation of your anger is worth more than any amount of money: “nothing you desire 
can compare” (Proverbs 3:13-15). 
 The goal is to keep changing in the right direction. Some five hundred years ago, the honest, 
wise, and very temperamental Martin Luther described matters this way: 
 
  This life, therefore, is not righteousness 
  but growth in righteousness, 
  not health but healing, 
  not being but becoming, 
  not rest but exercise. 
   
 
 
                                                
1 This material is a slightly modified version David Powlison’s book, Good and Angry (New Growth Press, 2016). 
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  We are not yet what we shall be, 
  but we are growing toward it; 
  the process is not yet finished 
  but it is going on; 
  This is not the end but it is the road; 
  all does not yet gleam with glory 
  but all is being purified. 
 
 Notice that there is no quick and final fix yet. Instead of one and done, there is a lifelong,  
intentional process. There are lots of works-in-progress, lots of going somewhere, but not there 
yet. Notice all the “-ing” in what he describes: healing, becoming, growing, going. 
 Notice also that it’s not an aimless process, change for its own sake, an end in itself. Some 
people talk as if the path itself were the destination. They say, “It’s how you’re going, not where 
you’re going. It’s the journey, not the arriving.” That’s pious nonsense. Direction is everything. 
What use is it if I run energetically and skillfully in the wrong direction? You can run for miles 
parallel to the beach (or away from the beach) and never arrive at the ocean! Contrary to  
fantasies of directionless change, this change process has a shining and desirable destination, to 
become a certain kind of person. 
 The man who wrote the lines above was a German monk. He had struggled long with his 
volatile temper – and with his fears, lusts, depression, and guilt. Through it, he learned how the 
inner struggle works and works out. He learned how to get somewhere, not simply to flounder. 
He learned how to go somewhere good, not any-old-where. You can learn too. 
 War-making is a prime trait of sinners. It’s the image of Satan: liar, murderer, divider,  
aggressor. Peacemaking is about God in Christ and how human beings are renewed in His image. 
The Lord is the supreme Peacemaker. Even in His common grace, God inhibits the outworking 
of evil’s logic, often preventing human life from disintegrating into anarchy and barbarity. Those 
forms of partial peace negotiated and sustained by diplomats, mediators, counselors, and other 
constructive people are gifts of common grace. 
 God’s special grace even more profoundly inspires you to make peace. Warlike humans  
surrender to Christ. He made peace once for all between us and God. He continues to make 
peace, teaching us to do the same with each other. He will make peace, finally and forever.  
 This session will look at the Scriptures, and several key truths the Lord teaches us about how 
war becomes peace. This involves asking the questions, When God looks at your conflicts, what 
does He see? And how does God make right what is wrong? The Scriptures reveal God’s gaze, 
the criteria by which He continually evaluates human life, and they also reveal the means by 
which human problems are redeemed.  
 
Looking into Scripture’s Mirror 
 
 The Bible is packed with stories and teachings about anger, conflict, and alienation – and 
how to solve such problems. Anything the Bible discusses frequently must be a universal  
struggle. We each put our own spin on sin, but the basic sins indwell us all. For example, Titus 
3:3 offers this general assessment of the angry human race outside of Christ’s rule: We lived in 
malice and envy, being hated and hating one another. Not a pretty picture. Some people are 
more civilized about it, some less, but we all look out for Number One in some fundamental 
way, and we collide with others looking out for the same thing. 
 Consider the representative, “works of the flesh” listed in Galatians 5:19-21 (NASB).  More 
than half of the items describe some aspect of conflict: enmities, strife, jealousy, outbursts of  
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anger, disputes, dissentions, factions, envying.  Consider also 1 Corinthians 10:13, No temptation 
has overtaken you except what is common to mankind. When it comes to interpersonal conflict, 
all of us could introduce ourselves like participants in an AA meeting: “My name is ______ and 
I get irritated. I get into conflicts. I rehearse grievances.” 
 There is no better place to look in Scripture to understand anger, understand God, and grow 
in our relationships than James 4:1-12. No more accurate and profound analysis of the dynamics 
of conflict has ever been written. No more hopeful and condensed description of the dynamics of 
peace could be written. No more powerful promise of aid has ever been given. James places all 
anger in the light of the piercing gaze of God, and promises grace upon grace. 
 
Why Do You Fight? 
 

What causes fights and quarrels among you? Don’t they come from your desires that battle 
within you? You desire but do not have, so you kill. You covet but you cannot get what you 
want, so you quarrel and fight. You do not have because you do not ask God. When you ask, 
you do not receive, because you ask with wrong motives, that you may spend what you get on 
your pleasures. (James 4:1-3) 
 

 James poses the question, “What causes fights and quarrels among you?” So why do you 
fight? Notice that James does not say, You are fighting because the other person is a blockhead; 
because your hormones are raging; because a demon of anger took up residence; because humans 
have an aggression gene hardwired in by our evolutionary history; because your father used to 
react in the same way; because core needs are not being met; because you woke up on the wrong 
side of the bed and had a bad day at work. Instead, James says, you fight because of “your  
desires that battle within you.” You want something and don’t get it. The biblical analysis is 
straightforward and cuts to the core. You fight for one reason: because you aren’t getting what 
you want. And those desires dig in. You fight because you want what pleases you, and what you 
expect and demand is frustrated. 
 The world gropes after this truth and, at the same time, runs from it. Any thoughtful person 
can point out how people get into conflicts because of crossed “expectations.” It is not difficult 
to get people to articulate what their (perhaps previously unspoken) expectations really are.  
People can even evaluate and alter some of those expectations, thus creating a more harmonious 
climate.  But the core problem of self-centered craving is not really addressed. We replace  
blatantly selfish expectations with subtle expectations. And the conflicts that cry out for a  
repentant heart before God are dealt with by ignoring the anti-God obsession that operates within 
all “expectations” and “felt needs.” 
 Some find the Bible too obvious and simplistic. “Of course” people get angry when they 
don’t get what they want; there must be something “deeper” to really explain problems. But they 
miss a deeper thing: The expectations that lead to conflict reveal something fundamental about 
where the combatants stand not just with each other, but with respect to God Himself. In our  
demands we stand for ourselves and against God at the deepest level: “My kingdom come. My 
will be done.” 
 Nothing lies deeper than the lusts that lead to conflict. Our cravings rule our lives. They  
directly compete with God Himself for lordship. No problem is more profound and more  
pervasive. James 4:1 says that such desires “battle” within us. This does not mean that desires 
battle against us or with each other. These are our desires, expressing who we are. 
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 The metaphor envisions siege warfare, an army digging in around the city. Our desires  
become entrenched … hence we fight and wage war. We would act as peacemakers if we obeyed 
the Lord instead of asserting our desires. But where you find quarrels and fights, you are  
witnessing people obeying the desires of a different lord.  
 
Who Are You When You Judge? 
 
 Brothers and sisters, do not slander one another. Anyone who speaks against a brother or  
 sister or judges them speaks against the law and judges it. When you judge the law, you are 
 not keeping it, but sitting in judgment on it. There is only one Lawgiver and Judge, the one 
 who is able to save and destroy. But you—who are you to judge your neighbor?  
 (James 4:11-2) 
 
 Who are you when you judge? None other than a God wannabe. We judge others – criticize, 
nitpick, nag, attack, condemn – because we literally usurp God’s throne. In this we become  
devils to each other, acting as accusers. When you and I fight, our minds become filled with  
accusations: your wrongs and my rights preoccupy me. We play the self-righteous judge in the 
mini-kingdoms we establish: “You are so stupid. You’ve gotten in my way. You don’t get it. 
You are a hindrance to my agenda.” 
 What is an argument? In an argument, you offend me by crossing my will. I respond by 
pointedly confessing your offenses to you! At the same time, I explain to you how all my failings 
are really your fault. If only you were different, I wouldn’t be the way I am. You do the same to 
me, pointedly confessing my sins to me and excusing your own. Nowhere in the heat of conflict 
does anyone confess his own sins, except as a way to buy time for a counterattack: “Yeah, I was 
wrong to do that, but …” 
 The log remains firmly planted in the eye (Matthew 7:1-5) as each party plays lawgiver and 
judge. But there is one Lawgiver and Judge, He Who is able to save and to destroy. Who are you 
that you judge your neighbor? Here we see that a far more profound conflict burns at the heart of 
interpersonal conflict. Presumption, pride, demand, and self-will stand at odds with the one true 
God.  
 James 4:1 and 4:12 sound the two key themes that lie at the heart of conflict: grasping  
demand and self-exaltation. Each of us says, in effect, “My will be done – and curses to you if 
you cross me.” To find God’s solution to conflicts, you must ask and answer the questions, What 
do I want? and How am I playing God in asserting my will? Such a profound and explicit  
analysis of the vertical dimension in interpersonal conflict will provide the key to begin to  
unlock anger. As long as we remain only in the horizontal dimension, there will be no genuine 
and lasting peace.  
 This is the reason that secular forms of peacemaking cannot avoid shallowness. They often 
have some good strategies, such as the following: 
 

• Clarify your expectations 
• Listen well and repeat back what you’ve heard 
• Phrase your concerns and objections in non-condemnatory ways 
• Count to ten before voicing anger 
• Communicate respect for persons amid disagreement over issues 
• Watch your body language 
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 But without the vertical dimension, at best one makes compromises born of a somewhat 
more enlightened and mutual self-interest. Humility before the living God and love for neighbor 
are impossible. But where conviction of sin before God occurs, genuine peacemaking becomes 
not only possible, but logical. Yes, the other person may have started it. What he said and did to 
you may indeed be worse than what you said and did back. But when God holds up a mirror, He 
shows you your participation in the conflict, what you bring to the conflict – your pride, god-
playing, and willfulness. God’s perspective reveals how the colliding wills of two petty wannabe 
gods lie at the heart of those quarrels and fights. 
 
But He Gives More Grace 
 
 What’s wrong with what I want? What’s wrong with what you want in your conflicts (both 
big and small)? As we answer that question, we will get to the heart of our conflicts and also get 
direction on how change can happen. Scripture, the Holy Spirit’s MRI of the heart, makes clear 
that it’s not the (good) desires that are the problem. It’s when such desires rule that they produce 
sin, not love. When God sees into the heart of conflict, He sees the private kingdoms we each 
create. We each ascend to the throne, converting desires for blessings into the will of a god: I 
crave, I need, I must have.  
 We all fall prey to sin’s insanity and self-defeating futility. For example, a husband might be 
willing to quarrel in order to get peace and quiet! A wife might be willing to quarrel in order to 
get intimacy! There is nothing per se wrong with wanting either rest or intimacy. But when I 
want it too much, when it rules me, I sin against the Ruler of heaven and earth. When  
expectations dig in, we inevitably sin against each other too. We think, I’ve gotta have it! It’s 
mine! I demand my rights. I need to meet my needs. You’re getting in the way of my precious, 
cherished longings! You’re messing with my program to control reality. You’re not meeting my 
expectations.  
 Take a moment and consider the desires at work when you get irritated or angry. What do 
you want? How do you organize your life around what you want? Are you playing God? Those 
are not questions meant to send you on some introspective idol-hunt or an archaeological  
investigation into shaping influences from your past. Ask the questions straightforwardly. They 
have an objective, present-time answer. You aren’t probing for a subjective experience, a feeling, 
or an elusive moment of insight. Look for something tangible: “What exactly do you want right 
now that makes you warlike, when Christ’s rule would make you peaceable?”  
 Answer honestly and you will have identified why you participate in sinful conflict. There are 
no deeper reasons for your sinful anger. Violation of the “first great commandment” is the  
deepest motive of all. A husband can love (the good) desire for rest more than he loves the living 
God; a wife can love (the good desire of) personal connecting more than she loves the living 
God. The husband may sin outwardly with a grumbling attitude and critical words, but those  
actions erupted from the craving for down-time. The wife may also sin outwardly with a  
grumbling attitude and critical words, but those sins poured out of the craving for marital  
intimacy. For both – as for all of us – the horizontal sins register and express vertical sins. 
 Those vertical sins are so serious that they merit the blunt labels the Spirit uses in James 
3:13-4:12: bad zeal and selfish ambition, pleasures, lusts, and envy, adultery against God  
(a metaphor for idolatry), love of the world, pride, double-mindedness, and playing God. We are 
meant to live with God on the throne, with a wide-open heart to Him and others. But a  
contentious, judgmental person has shriveled up inside, shutting down to both God and neighbor. 
On the outside, a contentious person speaks rotten words that tear down rather than build up and 
condemn rather than give grace (Ephesians 4:29). On the inside, a person swept up in sinful  
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anger has become demonic and diabolical — in the truest sense — an image-bearer of the hostile 
critic of God’s people (James 3:15; 4:7). God intends a different image, that we become bearers 
of mercy, redemption, and aid to others, even — particularly — in their sins.  
 What happens when war-makers come to see the significance and scope of this vertical di-
mension of conflict? We are brought up short. We are humbled for specific sins before the face 
of God. The Searcher of hearts catches us by the collar and makes us look in the mirror. No 
wriggling away.  
 Imagine standing at the rim of the Grand Canyon from predawn darkness until the full light 
of day. At first you peer down into inky darkness, but as the sky slowly brightens, impenetrable 
darkness gradually gives way to gray. You begin to discern the shapes and contours of the abyss 
below. You see dimly what was right in front of you all along. That’s what it’s like to identify by 
name the specific lusts that characteristically produce your battles. Finally, as the sun breaks 
forth, the rocks begin to glow with every color of fire. The canyon blazes, and you see  
everything in vivid detail. That’s specific conviction of what is true: “My anger at you — not 
only my cutting and defensive words, but the dismissive attitude, the negative, condemning spin 
I put on everything you did, the positive, justifying spin I put on my own performance, the  
evasions, the self-righteous and self-pitying emotions and thoughts, all these and more —  
expresses my diabolical pride against God and my restless demand for what I want.”  
 What happens next? Here’s how James puts it:  
 
 But he gives us more grace. That is why Scripture says: “God opposes the proud but shows 
 favor to the humble.” Submit yourselves, then, to God. Resist the devil, and he will flee from 
 you. Come near to God and he will come near to you. Wash your hands, you sinners, and  
 purify your hearts, you double-minded. Grieve, mourn and wail. Change your laughter to 
 mourning and your joy to gloom. Humble yourselves before the Lord, and he will lift you up. 
 (James 4:6-10) 
 
 There is grace for the humble. Grace for those who ask for it. Instead of confessing others’ 
sins, you confess your own. Instead of proudly proclaiming your own rightness, you can confess 
your many sins, failings, and weaknesses and ask for grace. Instead of railing against God when 
you don’t get what you want, you can submit yourself to God and draw near to Him. 
 The wonderful result is that God Himself will lift you up. God Himself will show favor. He 
will begin to change you at the deepest level so that what you want reflects the rich, good life 
that God desires to give you. Then you will be a carrier of peace to the rest of the world. The 
peace of Heaven will rest on your relationships. James explains that heavenly peace this way: 
 

The wisdom that comes from heaven is first of all pure; then peace-loving, considerate,  
submissive, full of mercy and good fruit, impartial and sincere. Peacemakers who sow in 
peace reap a harvest of righteousness. (James 3:17-18) 
 

What a change it is to experience God lifting you up and giving you His peace! What an amazing 
thing to be able to share the peace of Christ with others. How does that change happen?  
Gradually and over time, but it does happen. 
 Every facet of the grace of God is tailored to make us new when we are angry – critical,  
fearful, and proud. In place of living deformed lives, we find the “double cure” for sin’s guilt and 
power – those who seek Jesus find true forgiveness. In Jesus, those who ask receive the Spirit 
from our generous Father. We will be reformed into the image of the Son Who lived and died for 
us that we might live for Him. 
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 What must you do? Angry people must turn and seek God. James 4:6-10 captures this  
relational reality called repentant faith. We turn in need to the Person willing and able to help. 
The Lord offers a radically “vertical” solution to the radically vertical problem of the heart. It is 
striking how God-centered this solution is: Submit to God and resist the devil. Draw near to God. 
The proud devil flees as God draws near to you. Cleanse your hands from those outward  
expressions of sin: the chaos and every evil practice, the quarrels and conflicts, the speaking 
against one another. Purify your heart from those inward defections: the double-minded desires 
that might profess God but serve my gods. Grieve. Humble yourself in the presence of the Lord. 
 Notice how present God is. Notice how relational the solution is. We seek and find Someone 
Who will be gracious. Someone Whose power freely helps us. To really solve the heart of  
conflict you must seek God’s mercy. Our conflicts are fueled by usurping God’s place. The grace 
of Jesus Christ forgives and reinstates God’s rule in our hearts. 
 James’s solution cuts to the core of what’s going on in conflict. Solving the spiritual core 
gives the recipient of grace the power and humility to pursue many different strategies that lead 
to genuine peace.  Courage, willingness to forgive, genuine love (even for enemies), patience 
over the long haul – these are matters of character, not mere strategies.  Constructive strategies 
flow from a character transformed by our humbling need for the mercies of God.  
 
From Anger to Peaceable Wisdom 
 
 What does this look like interpersonally? Formerly angry people are enabled by God to give 
love and to make true peace. If you once attacked people, you learn to interact constructively. 
James 3:17–18 describes it compactly. God the gracious Giver gives “wisdom from above” (cf., 
1: 5, 17; 4: 6). It is wisdom: practical, specific, walked out, talked out. It is a way of life, the  
opposite in every respect to the words, tone, thoughts, actions, and attitudes of sinful anger. And 
it is from above, the gift of God through the Lord Jesus Christ. He alone gives the goods that 
truly solve interpersonal conflict. If you lack wisdom — and quarrels and conflicts are prime  
examples of folly— ask God (James 1: 5).  
 The wisdom He gives is first pure. Angry people churn out mental, emotional, and verbal 
pollution. They vent ugly things. Their hypocrisy condemns others’ failings while they  
themselves plunge headlong into spectacular sins. Contentious believers have hearts that are 
dangerously divided — impure. Repentant faith purifies our hearts. We begin to live a life that is 
pure. Simple. Straight. Pursuing the good and true. Committed to others’ welfare, not calculating 
self-interest or scoring points.  
 Godly wisdom is first pure, and then peaceable, gentle, reasonable, full of mercy and good 
fruits, without partiality, without hypocrisy (James 3:17). Reread that sentence slowly because it 
is a stream of living water. Jesus is like this. We can become more like this. God of mercy, make 
it so.  
 Peaceable people lay aside warlike traits: defensiveness, aggression, criticism, self-
justification, scoring points, touchiness to offenses. These moral weeds — the “filthiness and 
rampant wickedness” that comes from the anger of man (James 1:20–21) — get plucked up by 
the roots and begin to wilt. Sweet fruit begins to grow as the Word of God and other good gifts 
take root: teachableness, forbearance, kindness, contentment, and gratitude for the inexpressible 
gift, an outlook of charity rather than peevishness. God of peace, make me peaceable. 
 The English language has no full-orbed equivalent for the word translated as gentleness.  
Jesus exhibited this trait so remarkably that its fragrance and coloration marked His entire life. 
Here walked the Lord of glory among his own people. Every human being that Jesus met owed 
Him life and utter loyalty. This is the Lord, to Whom temple sacrifices were offered in  
repentance and gratitude. Yet most of these people ignored Jesus, misunderstood Him, tried to 
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use Him, reviled Him, and plotted against Him. Even His own intimate followers, who basically 
loved Him, repeatedly proved themselves dense as stones. How did he put up with it for  
thirty-three years? Gentleness. He was utterly mastered by merciful purposes. Jesus dealt gently 
with the ignorant and misguided, even when He suffered at their hands. Such meekness is  
incalculably powerful. It is a virtue almost beyond our imagination, the ability to endure injury 
with patience and without resentment. People who demonstrate the firstfruits of this virtue show 
hints of radiance, a glimpse of the unveiled glory of Jesus, the loveliest thing one can ever see. 
They are purposefully constructive in the most difficult circumstances.   
 We can understand to a degree that Jesus was compassionate toward sufferers. But when we 
consider that the Christ’s master purpose was self-sacrificing mercy for His enemies, here the 
gentleness of Jesus exceeds comprehension. George MacDonald captured the essence of such 
gentleness this way: “It’s a painful thing to be misjudged. But it’s no more than God puts up with 
every hour of the day. But He is patient. So long as He knows He’s in the right, He lets folk think 
what they like – ‘til He has time to make them know better. Lord, make my heart clean within 
me, and then I’ll care little for any judgment but yours.” 
 It is unfortunate that “gentle Jesus, meek and mild” has become a picture of someone weak 
and ineffectual, a sentimental, pablum savior, good for children, but not good enough for grown-
ups. May the God of the Lord Jesus Christ give us His true gentleness. Such strength is a regal 
attribute. Gentle Master, gentle me. 
 The wisdom from above is also reasonable. Other people begin to sound more reasonable 
when we begin to repent of sinful anger. People in conflict have distorted hearing and speaking. 
We tune in to the same wavelength we broadcast on. I’ll listen for and speak whatever proves 
you wrong and proves me right. It’s the wrong channel. Angry people are unreasonable. We 
don’t talk sense when we are contentious. But peaceable people send and receive on a different 
wavelength. They listen for what makes peace. They speak what makes for growing in the grace 
and knowledge of the Lord Jesus Christ. Wisdom makes sense. It’s accurate, constructive,  
winsome, - even when it says tough things. And when you say true and constructive things, you 
are far more likely to get a fair hearing. No guarantees, of course, but reasonable words are  
hearable. Wonderful Counselor, make me reasonable. 
 Naturally those who repent of an angry critical spirit become full of mercy. If I’ve found the 
mercy of Jesus overflowing toward me for spectacular and fatal sins of pride, demand, and anger, 
it’s only natural for me to overflow at least a little with the same mercy toward others for their 
lesser sins against me. The more deeply you get to the heart of your participation in conflict, the 
more you will understand with joy the mercy of God to you. And you’ll become correspondingly 
merciful and patient toward others in their sins. 
 Critical, feisty, irritable people don’t understand much about God’s mercy. They might 
mouth the words, but their actions reveal that they still serve lusts and fears. And others will pay 
the price for perceived transgressions. It is revealing and humbling to ask ourselves, “Who am I 
full of mercy toward, and who am I merciless toward?”  Most of us would have to give a mixed 
answer. Persons ABC are on my easy-to-show-mercy list, and persons XYZ are on my tend-to-
be-merciless list. The difference between the two lists has little to do with the people’s particular 
strengths and failings. It boils down to my expectations, to whether I view that person through 
the lens of the Redeemer’s merciful agenda or through the lens of my own instant and insistent 
demands. Father of mercies, make me merciful.  
 You become full of good fruits as you learn to make peace, not war. The good fruits of 
peacemaking are as diverse as the evil works of war-making. Scripture gives no exhaustive list of 
good fruits. No list could ever capture the many creative, timely, and appropriate things that  
constructive people do and say as they learn to make peace: 
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• Keep your mouth shut, when you used to blurt out a reaction 
• Listen, when you used to be busy crafting a comeback. 
• Speak up courageously, when you used to get intimidated. 
• Embed any specific criticism of another in both appropriate commendation and Christ-

centered optimism. 
• Treat people fairly, representing them accurately and recognizably; no gross caricatures. 
• Speak accurately and abandon prejudicial language: “always” and “never” are rarely true 

and are invariably more destructive than constructive. 
• Speak calmly, rather than with gusts of inflammatory emotion.  
• Speak frankly, rather than inhibited by timidity. 
• Raise an issue you used to swallow. 
• Overlook an offense you used to explode over. 
• Solve a problem, rather than attacking the person. 
• Expect to see Christ at work, rather than despairing or panicking when troubles come. 
• Replace harsh words that stir up anger with gentle answers. 

 
 When you get the log out of your own eye, you really can see clearly to help take the speck 
out of your brother’s eye. Odds are that he’ll trust you as you do it and he’ll love you for it. The 
cornucopia overflows. Fruitful Spirit, bring forth Your fruit in me. 
 James’s comment that peacemakers are without partiality is particularly striking. It points out 
something rarely mentioned. When people genuinely repent of sinful anger, two amazing things 
happen: They become able to discuss their own sins accurately – after all, such sins now exist in 
the light of Christ’s grace and will be progressively dismantled by grace. Simultaneously, they 
become able to talk about other people’s sins charitably. There are no more axes to grind, but an 
emerging desire for the well-being of the other in the hand of the merciful Redeemer. Impartial 
people become able to sort out who contributed what to the overall problem. Such even-
handedness stands in marked contrast with the polarization of conflict. O God, Who is never  
unfair, make me impartial and even-handed. 
 Finally, peacemakers are without hypocrisy. You don’t stir up a whole evening of trouble and 
misery to get a few moments of peace and quiet! You don’t stir up an evening of hostility to get 
some loving attention! You don’t judge others for the Little League sins against you, thereby 
committing Major League sins against God. 
 People in conflict are hypocrites. They dish out global condemnation, while feeling outrage 
whenever they are mistakenly criticized regarding some tiny detail of a story. They grouse about 
a spouse spending twenty dollars on some perceived frivolity, while not twice thinking about 
spending five hundred dollars on their own hobbies. They condemn others as theological idiots 
and biblical ignoramuses, while they are loveless and self-righteous. They defend the God of 
mercy mercilessly. They harshly accuse others of harshness. They get angry at angry people. 
They proudly judge proud people. They gossip about gossips. May God be merciful to us all. O 
God, Who is true, make me true to You. 
 
Real Change in Real Life 
 
 Just as God’s diagnosis maps onto real life, so we live out the cure in real life and real time. 
Words come clothed in a different voice. They carry a different attitude and intention. No longer 
adversaries and accusers, we begin to talk honestly about our own failings. We begin to love the 
love of Jesus, to pray for each other, and to worship the merciful One. There are three in every 
relationship, and One is perfect, good, and merciful. He’s at work. Wisdom is feet-on-the-
ground, every-word-out-of-your-mouth practical. We are enabled to make practical, problem-
solving decisions. 
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Section Four: How to Change1 
Session Eight: “But What About …?” 

 
The last lesson provided God’s outlook on your anger and gave you ways to understand your 
struggles with it.  In this lesson we will get more specific.  We’ll see a vivid snapshot of a typical 
moment of irritation.  We’ll then look at eight questions to help make sense of an incident of  
anger, whether mild or momentary, or intense and longstanding.   
 
A Common Story of Anger 
 
 Imagine you have to get to a very important appointment. Perhaps you’ve been sick for  
several months with a mysterious ailment and a top specialist squeezed in an appointment for 
you as a favor to your family. Or perhaps you’re making a major sales presentation. You’ve been 
working on this for six months, and today’s the day. Perhaps an old friend finally agreed to get 
together for lunch after years of alienation.  
 Your appointment is for noon, but you’re running a little late. It’s now 11:55 and you’re still 
ten minutes away. So you’re hurrying, pushing the speed limit to make up time. All of a sudden, 
a line of taillights stretches out ahead as far as you can see. Traffic comes to a paralyzed halt. 
You sit. You pull out your cell phone to make a call. The battery is dead. The minutes are ticking 
away. You’re incommunicado. The traffic shows no immediate signs of unsnarling. How do you 
react? 
 One common response? You snarl, and your anger shows not immediate signs of unsnarling! 
It might be only a spasm of irritation and disgust. It might rocket into full-blown road rage. But 
either way you feel some degree of rapidly mounting frustration. Who are you mad at? The idiot 
driver who caused an accident? The bozos in the Department of Transportation who decided to 
do midday construction? All those other drivers who decided to clutter up your road and get in 
the way of your plans? Are you mad at your sickness? At the sales rat race? At your hypersensi-
tive friend? At yourself? At the Fates, always conspiring to mess up your life? At God, Who runs 
such a frustrating universe? 
 When you’ve got to get somewhere, but get stuck in traffic, you’re handed a great  
opportunity to learn the ABCs of anger. You’ll also learn the ABCs of many other basic life 
struggles. When you’re idling in traffic while an important meeting slips away, anger rarely 
stands alone. You might feel lots of other things at the same time. Often all the “bad” feelings 
come rolled into one seething ball of miseries. For example, in addition to anger, perhaps you’re 
anxious. Stewing on the highway, you worry, envisioning dire consequences. Maybe it’s  
cancer and I’ll die? Will I lose the sale … my job … my house? What if my ex-friend gets huffy 
because I’m late for lunch, writes me off yet again, and talks about me to all our friends? 
 Or you might feel extremely helpless and very unhappy. A painful anguish grips you. Such 
feelings are a small taste of the stubborn darkness that gets called “depression” when it takes 
over. Maybe you feel guilty, flooded with “if onlys.” If only I’d left some buffer time. If only I’d 
listened to the traffic report on the radio. If only I’d plugged in my cell phone last night. If only I 
didn’t always procrastinate. 
 Perhaps you feel a sudden deep need for something to make you feel better, to make you  
forget your problems. You restlessly surf around the radio dial, hoping to find something to 
drown your sorrows. You gobble a bag of peanut M&Ms in about eight seconds. And then  
another bag of M&Ms. All in all, stuck in traffic, you are definitely not a happy camper. 

                                                
1 This material is a slightly modified version David Powlison’s book, Good and Angry (New Growth Press, 2016). 
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 We each fill in our own details. Some might relate to the M&Ms but don’t do the “if onlys.” 
Though the details differ from person to person, these are reactions that are basic human nature 
in facing life’s petty frustrations. 
 
Specifically, What Should I Do? 
 
 Think of the following questions as helping you push the pause button and then advance the 
video frame by frame.  They help you sort out exactly what is going on in tumultuous, confusing 
moments.  These eight questions will help you diagnose and deal with your anger: 
 
Questions to Understand Your Anger: 
 
 
 1. What is my situation? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 2. How do I react? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 3. What are my motives? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 4. What are the consequences? 
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Questions to Remedy Your Anger: 
 
 
 5. What is true? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 6. How do I turn to God for help? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 7. How could I respond constructively in this situation? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 8. What are the consequences in faith and obedience? 
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Tackling the Hard Cases 
 
We conclude by looking at four key problems: extreme provocations to anger, everyday irritants, 
anger at yourself, anger at God. 
 
 
“I’ll Never Get Over It” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The Everyday Angers 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Do You Ever Get Angry at Yourself? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Anger at God 
 
 



	


